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Retrieved from the repressed memories of ohlldhood,
Sylvia Fraser’s autobtogra hy ie a compelling dialogue between
the Girl Who Knows and tr: e Girl Who Doesn’t Know
recollectlo” of classmates and teachers.
NCEST ts * clusctcd crime. The
names and incidents. But Praser says her
silent yaulg ticlhns 0Re” feel cornuhenomenallv “fauRler;s” memory about
plicit. For Toronto novelist Sylvia
Fraser. novr 52, her childhood rcls&ildhood ev-mts has become a gd joke.
tionshlp !-dth ha father was B
Since her mother’s death in July, eve”
more childhood memories have retwned
secret even to herself - silenced
to her and Fraser “ow rcdliza that her
from her conscious mind by
mother a”d the entire neighbourhood
amnesia. Three years ago, folhxviug her father’s death, the truth
kitnew much more about her sexual abuse
sIowly began to emerge fmm her
than she orightally suspected.
Fraser’s anmesia is one of the features
unconscious: from the age of six inthatmakeherstoryunuwal.Todealwith
co her teenage years Fraser wa5
sexually abused by her father.
her frightening ordeal the young Fraser
split into two personalities, which she
Fraser’s autobiography. Afy Father’s
refers to 85 the Girl Who Knows and the
House: A Memoir of Incest and Heaitng
Girl Who Doesn’t Know. Whenever her
(Doubleday), is told wilh compassion and
father approached her sexually, the
honesty and, surprisingly, without the
blind we. one n&ht expect. 0” the surKnowiue Girl would take over and oreface b is a story of middle-class life in
tcct her &om any comclous kuowle&e of
Hamilton, Ont., in the 19405 -a churchthe experience. But despite this psychic
pmlection, clues about her relationship
going family, father work& shifts at the
still seeped to the surface.
steel company and mother a hardShe had physical fits in her childhood,
rorking housewife - but the underfor which there was “o reasonable mcurrent is a” ugly, half-hidden family
planatio”; she had a seemingly irrational
secret of sexual abuse. When the
hatred for her father, a terror of ha ow”
men~ories of her childhood started to
home, a dtivi”8 anxiety that mpanied
become conscious. Fraser felt compelled
to write about it. “I wanted to get rid of
roller-coaster changes in mood, and a
it. I wanted to get it out of my system,
strong feeling of being the bad girl, compared with the good girl, her sister. Her
after all these years of hypocrisy and
secrecy and deception and habowing
than Sylvia did, but Helen also suifered
this.”
from a feeling of rejection because of ha
When Fraser’s fust “ove4 Pandora, a
little sistex’s se”se of prlvilcge as Daddy’s
fictionalized account of her childhood,
was published in 1972, she surprised
favolucd fahy4ak priuccss.
herself and her friends with her detailed
Ona she had deddcd to tell her s!ory,
Fraser also faced technical pmblcm+. It
was e&r to uudcrstaud when it was told
cbmnologically. but she was”? swe how
to make clear the dual existence of her
childhood. I” the book, to convey the knportauce of her munorj’ block, shq inscxts
italicized passages to mark recently
was u”co”sdous at the time. -Thea
passages also provide a sense of the
secrecy of ineest.
To distwx herself from ha memories
Fraser began ha work - in California
about two years ago - as if it were
another novel. Even after she rwIizod she
had to write sll autobiography, her sppro& relied too heavily on the critical
and distanced eye of her older, wiser consciousness. It became obvious that she
WBS tryi”8 to write two books at the same
time - a” aualytll one and a” emotional
one. “I decided to go for the personal
book.” Fraser says.

;:
/

is infrequmt, most often a paragraph or
two at the opening of a chapter, and it
doesn’t overwhelm the tone of the book.
The analytic passages are insightful and
the I& obviou;eff&of h& experience
on hex and her entire family.
“Coming to grips with this has to involve acceptance and forgiveuess;’ Fraser
says. “I feel very deeply sorry for my
parents, especially my mother. Perhaps
if I had not been’ a” angry child, if my
survival had bee” on other temx, I would
have had to go through anger. But I was
so angry as a child in my conscious perreally a relief to
the
that flv out the window.”
N& that she has ftisbed herautobioaraohv.
_ _. it’s auestionable whether Fraser
will co”li”“e-witing. I” some ways ti
new book is the most bald Ming of a tale
she has bee” witlug i” diffetent disguises
with different plots and characters for
years. For example, her 1980 novel, The
Emperor’s Vkgin, is about a vestal virgin
buried alive by a king for breald”g her
vow of chastity.
“I’ve always had a lot of sexual
violence iu my work,” Fraser says. “This
disturbed a lot of critics. I was accused
of exploitbtg sex for profit. It didn’tfeel
that way to me - it seemed like it was
coming from sonwvhere very deep. I
books full of sex&l viole&e, but that’s
the way they would end up.”
- BARBARA MACKAY

German
audience in 1979, Norman Levine, who

WHEN ADD-INO an 6ast

flew with the RCAP i” the Second World
War. said: “I have been i” Leipzig once
before - but the” I was above it.” L.evi”e
is still “taking spectacular appearaces in
Genuanv, both East and West. see”tl”ttI~
coming out of nowhere. Or & he7 This
year, ids fifth book wiU be published in
the c3emmn language. a collection of
stories entitled Django, Rizrfunkelstein
und Rosen. some of which wiU auuea in
German tr&latIo” before th& c&e out
eon the &ig&al7 At times it seems his’
cabn and soothing voice speaks diictly
to the Gemtan soul, “ot the brash one
whose excases he had helped defeat in the
war but the hcsitsnt one that was

threatened to be suffocated by the strldent patriotism of the day.
What is it about the stories of this
homeless Canadian miter. this gentle and
reluctant patriot without a He&at, who
has spent most of his creative life in
England in search of his Canadian identity, that makes them so attractive to Germans on botb sides of the Iron Curtain.
as well as to the inhabitants of that extraterritorial Germany of the spirit that
seems the true eenlre of its identity? Is it
the melancholy, the bittersweet realizatio”
of the ambivalence of belonging, ofwbicb
the Austria” poet Rabw Maria BUe
said: “Many of us forever live in Foreign
lands, all homelands stand empty”? Is it
the experience of the ourrider, tbe visitor,
who stays only briefly, which, brillianfly
varied, appears in evet new disguised in
Levine’s prose? Is it that most OF bis
stories deal with parting. with goiw
away, with Farewells and the need to part,
the joy of b*ng able to leave (in one story
the mailman calls the narrator’s wife
“Mrs. Leaving,” confirming metaphorically that the protagonists are just
pas&g through), that strikes the Gemtan
reader as being so comfortably Familiar?
Rilke and Levine, despite all differe”c.?s. share another tbbtg: the urge
and urgexxy as writers to transform visible and mpedenced reality, especially
childhood, into language, into fictional
tiity that will last, that will preserve.
and thus stem the mexilms Forces OF time,
rescuing life from oblivion. Or is it
perhap+ the Familiar manner in which the
exisrential expaience of the assimilated
Jew manifests itself, which. again, has to
do with belonging and the yeaming to
belong. with being a” outsider and a”
insider at the same time, with being more
and less at once?
Doesn’t Levine’s fictionalized autobiography, which hi writing is, mirror
the condition of the great assimilated
Jews of German culture, who. Frdm
Helne to Hofmannstbal, From Mendelssohn to Mabler, Fmm KaFka to Krauss,
From Cehm to Canetti, had b&me the
representatives of what was modern, innovative, and characteristically German
frpm the 19th century on, whose expulsion or extirpation or urpatriation had
deprived Germany of her cultural identity? Isn’t this man Feeling and speaking
like a brother who has come back home,
refusing to disturb and accuse, who, on
the contrary, is gentle and wise, who
burden of i”toIe&e and inseositivity
and who, thmfom, really understands?
Could another reason For this love afFair be that Levine’s fiction, like much of
modem Gemtan literature, constitutes a”
unending inquiry into the nature of
writing itself. that his literature has itself
as its main topic, that behind the tangi-

ble concreteness of his fiction there is actually hidden a theory OF literature? That
it explorer the dilemma of being a writer
in a world that “either appreciates “or
understands writers? And don’t we find
in Levine’s unique Fictional universe
echoes ofanotber “Gemum” theme, that
OF the titer as trickster. as imposter. the
writer as swindler, as magician who juggles words but who cannot be trusted, the
writer as a” inventor of truth. committing the ultimate confidence hick by tuming the stuff OF life into raw material in
a process of fictionalization?
Levine’s fiction, like all fiction, is a
confidence act beckoninn the reader to
take the magic leap’intoa world where
the invented truth of transformed objettive reality is the actual truth whose
essence ca” only be conveyed this way through art. It is his gentle irony. however, calling all this into question, tbat
seen~s to evoke the German dimension.
Perhaps it is all much less complicated
than that. Perhaps the Gemmn reader
simply recognizes the world of Levine’s
conjmw OF the imperfect,” as Tho&
suggest, almost helpI&ly: this is how life
is, I am only observing it, don’t blame
me! Tbii is perhaps also what Hebuich
8611, the most compassionate and committed OF Ckrmany’s post-war writers
thought when, together with his wife
Annemarie, he decided to become Norma” Levine’s fust translator into Germa”. Two OF their translations appear i”
Levine’s latest Getma” book, which is as
much a tribute to tbe late Nobel Prizewinner as it is a confirmation of Bell’s
extraordinary judgement as well as his
enom~ous success in introducing some of
man audience.

olonial imperative
I JUST GOT developed a roll OF film From
last winter, and one of my Favouriteshok
is of a sign stuck in a snowbank beside

a” unpaved mad in the middle’ of
nowhere. All the sign says, in huge red
block letters, is AUDREY THOMAS. She
was reading and doing a day-long
workshop that weekend at Ruth Clarke’s
house, Atelier North. “ear Bailiebom,
north of Cobourg. Gnt.
Bringing Thomas’s name to a sidemad
snowbank is the ctse”ce of the Ganaraska
Writers’ Colony, held in Port Hope every
summer. Clarke, the colony’s director,.
has always bee” trying to bring together
she helped Found Cannon Books, tbe fmt
distributors to put Canadian titles
throughout cottage country; she has bee”
a National Book Festival repraentative
For British Columbia and tbe Yukon; and

_.I. I._ _._ ___~~ _ ._ . . . _ __._.... _I ;__I.._

during the \ti”tcts now. between colonies,
she hosts a reading series. Thus Audrey
Thomas. Thus my photo.
For the Colony’s first two ycats. I have
bee” doing poetry workshops. Last week
of June, first week of July, we meet at
the off-season cantpus of Trinity College
School. Private. Catholic. Boys. Archibald Lampman went there. The stone
doorsills are hollowed away by well-todo lads mnning late for the field. A
Flanders cross hangs above a” archway,
and the auditorium smells of bat-dung.
There is a” insular, last-century calm
about the place. Thankfolly. from its
leaded wbnlo\vs you mot sa Eldorado
nuclear plant in the hatbour.
When all the writers are there, the site
loses some of its Victorian complacency.
And &ring the facilities with as, lest we
begin to revert to Tennysonian themes,

are a hockey school and a group of
French-immersion students. New hormones are so enviably rambunaiotts compared to the noise of a typewriter.
This past summer the staff included
Jane Uqtthart (short tiction), Leon
Rookc (long fiction), Joan Finniga”
MacKeniie (oral history), Joe Rosenblatt
(poetry), Robert Priest (writing for
children), Susan Crean (non-fiction), and
Paul Ledottx (drama). We had students
from Wasaga Beach, North Carolina.
Montreal, Bcwdley (which, they say, is in
the eye of the behold@, Vancouver.
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BI
xekfast in the mqin dining hall, fm
ing oak ~calls coated with lists of past
Head Boys and under the robed portraits
of Head Masters (one of them, surprisingly, a woman), is like eating eggs in
church. A somehow appropriate start to
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a day of writing and talking of writing.
In the evenings there are readings by
staff and students. (This yeat my nxntory
award goes to Lwn Rooke for the best
solo prose reading I’ve ever heard.) The
seminars and workshop discussions spill
over into the buffet chats and the parties
after the readings. One mombtg after a
narticularlv late niaht of Ethel Mernwt
&tgcJongs;Joc Ro&blatt could be heard
bearwalking the hallways, calling for bis
lost shoelaces, as if for a pair of pet
snakes.
What ties this all together-snowbank
and cricket pitch/manosuipt and beer
stein? Our need for a sense of community
that encompasses this isolation of putting
words down.
My snapshot, stuck above my desk,
will remind me of all my cohorts till next
- PHlL HAt.L.
par.

Computer jargon hag made only minor
inroads so far, but its praotitloners seem hell-bent
on destroying the English language

.%y Eob Blackbum
IVE YEARSAOO this month, I broke

my oath never to use IKZYSS as a
verb. I bought a eontpttter. Abnost
overnight. 1 stopped making de&
si\,e refemnces to CompuIerjargon~
and began respectfully callbtg it lerminologv, which, of cmusc, is what
it is. Jargon is what ofhemspeak.
Computer temtinology is also
called com~tuwese, panicttlady by
those who don’t speak it, and that
term will serve us here. Whatever
you call it, it is a young and imperfect
language. This is not surprising, considering that the generation that is developing
it is also hell-bent on destroying English.
Computer enthusiasts will tell you,
rightly, that they must we computerese
in order to understand one another. In
view of this, it seems odd that many of
them show no sign of having the same
feeling about English. Few of them wow
about whether pmmlfy means now or
means soon. Few care that thcrc is a
distinction between incredible and incredulous. It is incvitablc that a technical
vocabulary created by people with no
regard for precise diction in their use of
the mother tongue will be a mess.
The computerese verb accavs is one of
the least offensive neologisnts. It simply
means to gain access to. A computer “scr
might ask you if he may access your
bathroom (you should refuse), but he is
unlikely to. When he is using his compotrr. however, he does so dam” much

accessing that a shott verb is essential.
A- serves the purpose well, and such
use is harmlcrs if it is not permitted to
escape to the outside world.
Not so pardonable is the computerese
comtption of clone. I have what is commonly (and unfortunately) called a” IBM
clone. This is a misnomer. In English, a
clone is a” organism that is genetically
identical to its forebear, and the word is
not a good choice to describe a” imitation. &fore done gained currency in
computerue, some manufacturers used
workalike for this purpose. That made
more sense, but I suppose three syllables
was a bit much for some people.
My new printer. the manual tells me.
emulates two standard makes of printer.
It may, indeed, do so, since emulale
means rival. but for years writers of mmputcresc have bee” misusing emulaIe to
mean simulare, and I ant certain the
writer of this manual meant simufrle.
One of the ntain aclion ke.ys on a computer keyboard is lab&d either atnxtt
or RETURN. What it does is enter what
you’ve just typed into the innards of the
beast. It doesn’t return anything.
Somcwhexe along the way, some biibrai”
had the idea that, because in some circumstances the ENTER key does
something that resembles the function
performed by the carriage return key on
a” electric typcwtiter, people new to computers would find the keyboard friendlier
if the key wcte labelled tw’ua~. Millions

of computers, including the Apple,
included that aberration, and the rep16
tant confusion during conversations
between users ‘of different brands was
terribleto behold. Itabnostdestroyedonc
of my oldest friendships.
Computerese is as much abused as is
English. Many, perhapsmost. who try to
speak it fail to grasp the Jistinction
between bug and g/it& or between
uploodand downhod. Like English, it is
graced by vigorous slang. I love forkled
and fludged and munged.
I am not fluent in computerese. I cante
tn it late in life, and am still too prcoc~
cupied with my effort to learn English
(something I have been trying to do for
more than 60 years) to do well with a
second language. but I have observed that
the people who speak it well are those
who speak English well. The personal
compotez is only a decade old. and the
lingo it spawned has made only minor inroads in English. but this will change.
What it has done so far is surely less
frightening than the fact that we now
have a suffix - gofe - that means scandal. Computerese. which is being created
by people whose lack of regani for Ri@ish
is excccdcd only by their ignorance of it,
has, so far. done “0th BI bloody awful
BS that to us, but it will, it will.
Now, if you will excuse me, I shall do
what 1 usually do on completing a
column: I shall go to the kitchen and
access a cold beer. 0
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It is one thing to be committed to the moral imperatives
of collective life, says feminist journalist
Myrna Kostash, but another to be blinded by them

By l3rian Fawcett
and factual. The young woma” has ab’eady learned that

YRNA KOSTASH has just chunged cmt of a bright yelbw
blouse into a black sweater covered with flamboyant gold
designs. While the photographer changes film. she and

a young Vancouver woman who has bee” working with
teenaged street pmsdtutes discuss which earrings Kustash
should wear for the 1a.u shots. On a sudden instinct, I
close my eyes and listen.
Bingo! Gone is Myma Kostash, Ukrainian Canadian.
feminist, socialist, and “New Journalist,” former
Maclean’s columnisr, writer of innumerable articles and
two highly controversial hooks. In her place is a girl about
15 years old, &Iii, uncertain which earrings to wear.
“Do you think these are OK7 Oh, nol Ohmally These ones
then? They’re too bii, aren’t they7 Do you really think sol”
Then, just as quickly, she’s back. Within 90 seconds. the
fashion problem is solved, and Kostash is pumping the young
woman for information about teenaged hookers. asking her to
respond to the feminist argument that contends that prostitution is a job like any other in a male-dominated society. The
questions are incisive and knowledgeable: and the answers short
r
I

I
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anything more will be interrupted by further questions.
Kostash is in Vancouver as a writing-workshop leader at the
Universisiry of Britisli Columbia. The workshop is finished, and
she’s taking a few days to visit with friends and to do some
early publicity for her new book. The phone has been ringing
constantly, and several magazine photographers have bee”
around to shoot pictures of her. In the gaps, I’ve been interviewing her.
The workshops-under the title Women and Words-were
four in number, one each in poetry, drama, fiction, and
something caUed “creative documentary.” The last one was
hers, and she notes with a wry smile that at the begbming of
the wnference nobody knew whar a “creative documentary”
was.. When Iask her what it is, she becomes instantly serious.
“These days,” she says, “most writing begins with the self
and with the phenomenon of expression - the private need for
expression, with the individual need to be whole and articulate
in en atomized world. Creative documentary doesn’t deny those
things. but it begins with eatemal facts aud shapes a story
around those facts instead of the self, employMyma Kosta
ing seWmowledge as one of a number of other
thinking and writing skills. It’s not like conventional journalism, either, because it gives
1 .,

away the journalistic pretence of objectivity
-it doesn’t try to bide the preaenca of a writer
thinking her way through the facts, trying to
present a subject in a commuual format rather
than merely explaining its relationship m the
self or to language.”
To help her students, Kostash brought in a
documentary grab-bag - newspapa clippings, photographs, a used airline ticker. a bus
transfer. The students used these as their
deparrw point instead of the conveniional
blank page. After a day or so, the students
were brising in their own documemary icons
to add to the collection.
“Creative documeutary is what you do.” I
say. Her answer carries traces of both uncertainty and stemness. “Of course. what do you
expe* me to teach?” Then she giggles again,
a self-deprecating but urterly infeclious giggle.

!:

“I’ve “ever had to face the problem of the
blank page. I could never see any reason to,
when there’s so much to write about.”
Katherine Govier describer Kostash’s
method of writing as “the interveution by me
titer’s voice into the consciousness of a cnmmunity which & been speechleas,. . a kind
of tuumfnated oral history. . . F Readers who
missed her fust hvo books, All of Baba’s
ChUdm?n (1977) and Long Way from Home
(1980), miqed the work of one of Canada’s

most intelligent

and co”sde@us writers.

lrlyRN~ ttos~~SH was born and raised in Edmonton. In 1965 she
left to attend a summex schobl session at the University of
Washington in Seattle, and stayed on to do graduate work in
Russian bad Russ& litemtwe, finally completing her degree
in 1968 at the University of Toronto.
Mmtalb ad by the vicissitudes of acadenxe. and

‘I knew I wasn’t going to be very good at
political work or syllogizing or organizing
the masses. I wouldn’t be very good,as
a single-minded activist. I am good at
writing and refuse to feel guilty about it’
attracted bj’the political ferment the” reaching its peak in a
numberofEuropeandlia.shegathered~~erwhatshecal*d
her “pitiablesavings” and left for Europe. She managed to stay
for n-o and a half years. while them she sent an article to Sawduy Nighr about what it was like to discover that as a woman
and as a Canadian she was neither European nor Anmica” nor
inferior. To her surprise. the article was accepted for
poblicatlo”.
When she returned to Canada in 1971, she embarked on a
career as a fredsnee writer. ‘*Sahuday Nigh1 wes a wondafil
place to start in the early 1970s.” she recalled recently. “But
once I settled into the sce”e in Toronto. I started writing exte”sively for Miss Chrrtelaine, and it WBS there that I really
developed my writing skills. Mildred Istona was the editor, and
she gave me carte bbmche to write whatever I wanted. Not swprisi”gly, I wrote a lot about the wvome#s movenxnt and
women’s whine.”
like a series of lucky a-&den&. but the troth is that the writing
she was doing was good, and her thinking was timely. In 1975,
the IntemaUonal Women’s Year, she had a feminist cohmm
in Macleun’s. when she left Toronto late in 1975, she was at
the Canadian forefront of the “New Journalism,” and carried
with her a startlingly large audience of young, progressive
women.

The reason she left was to return to Edmonton, where she
beaao
Canadians. At fust.
~_~~ research for
~~~~~~a book on Ukrainian
~~
sheintendedtostay~~onlyunlilthe~hwaseompleted:
At the time, Kostash was “ot deeply committed to her ethnic
background and never had been - witness the imny of a Ukml“tan Canadian with a university degree in Russian literature.
But the research she did carried its own set of private revelations, which arlminated with the wblicatlon of All of Babrr’a
Chikire”.

Th,e response to that book, she says, made her accept her
heritage. “I began to live a Ukrainian
Canadian Qfe for the first time since I was a child. And I felt
110 desire to leave Edmonton. because I knew I couldn’t live
t&t life anywh& dse, &c&miybe in Winoipeg. If I’d lived
in Vancouver, I’d have led a femltist life, or in Toronto I mold
halve lived a lefl-ciop life.. But in Edmonton I can live a
Ukrainian-Canadian life - and I have family and a community that is also fe”dnist and socialist. That’s bee.” enommusly
satisfying - living all of a piece. If I lived anywhere ds& I’d
have to let one or nmre of those go.”
Kostash’s most important wunmitments, aside funn the
Ukmi”la”-Canadian one, are to fenlbdsm and the New Left,
but she is not a” ideologist. as those who have read ha know.
One of the duties of travellll in company, in her view. is to
do so with her eyes wide open. It is one thll to be committed
to collective life and the moral imperatives of the collective,
Ukrainian-Canadian

another to be blinded ti them.
“I’m just not convinced enough that any particular position
is a wholly true one,” she says, almost ruefully. “Thirty years
of conscious life have taught me that the things I’ve held to
be immutably true can be undermined or added to or moditied.
I mean. the kinds of experience I’ve had just being female have
undercut a lot of things I once thought were true - although
I’ve yet to come across anything that undermines feminism.”
She believes that writing carries its own form of intellectual
protectiveness. “I became a writer when I wrote the last sentence
of my thesis on Dostoyevsky. I discovered that I was lus interested in the mecbanies of closing a” argument than I was in
how I was gol”g to ssy it. I’d really stmggled with the condoding
paragraphs of that thesis, trybtg to find a heightened, intense,
dramatic way of saying it. And that was when I learned the
pleasure of fmding the right word, or getting it aemss right as opposed to co”chldII a logical structwe.”
CenaieJy Kostash is comfortable with the dunands her brand
of fact-based writing makes. “I’m doing what I started doing
in 1971 -writing tbingsand getting bits of money for it.” she
says. “Once I made my peace with the idea that I’d never be
wealthy, I began to see all the things it does give me: relative
intellectual independence, the opportunity to travel. At some
point too, I came to terms with the idea that writing was going
to be my chief form of political action. 1 knew I wasn’t going
to be very good at poll&al work or syllogidng or ormasses. I just wouldn’t lx vuy good as a single-minded a&&t.
I am good at writing, so that’s how I act, and I refuse to feel
guilty about it.”
She takes a fair amOunt of flak for staying in Edmonton.
where she lives in a Ukrainian-Canadian feminist housing
cooperative in the old Strathcona district. (She spends part of
her summers on a snmll farm she bought outside the city, and
has a five-year relarionship with the concrete poet, Jars Balan.)
“People now see me as a regional writer,” she explalos, “or
at least as a writer bas&l in a specific region - West/Prairie.
They’re amazed that I’ve bee” able to make a career as a professional writer there. The fact is, when 1 went back to Edmonto” I had a base -in Toronto - and a” audience. So I didn’t
have ta t&k too much from a finanandal point of view when
I decided to stay. I still get condeseendmg queries from friends
drewhere - ‘Are youslillthere? Wbatare you doll therel”’
It Is the Ukrainian-Canadian identity that provides ha with
the odd sort of “centred” contidence she has. And. oddly, it
was the publication of All ofBaba’s Children, not the essentially private research, that gave her that feeling. “Until the day
of publication,” Kostash says, “I thought I was merely doing
a joumalistlc exercise - you ~IIOW, where the intrepid, detached
jownalist gem forth and i”ve&ates something and -es back
and reports o” it.” But the response to the book from Ukralnian Canadlaqs across Canada - and particularly in the prairie
pmvinees - affected her profoundly. misally, she did “ot
shrink from it. Communal and private identity fused. becom-

.zckcems she joggles.
I” 1980 James Lorbmr published her second book, Long Ww
from Home, an idiosyncratic but generous meditation on the
social, political, and emotional milieu of the 1960s. The 6ook

was brutally thumped by the m&stream critics, who said it
was politically bombastic, ntiw, and romantic. But in the
quarters where Kostash expected the book to have a more sympathetic hearing, the so&l democratic/fendnist network. the
response was almost total silemx.
More stung by the silence than by the attacks, Kostash
withdrew for a lengthy reevaluation. Today she acknowledges
that her ow” nerve failed with Long U’uy from Home: she tried
to write a” ideologlcaUy coherent book in the period when the
ideological stmctwe of the mtlm left was itself col&elng. Right
book, wo”g time. Typically hard on herself, she says that a

thorough evaluation of why the promise of the 1960s didn’t
blossom still needs to be done for Canada.
“It doesn’t matter where one is,” she says. “The collapse
of the left has had to be faced. In most countries, this has been
done. But because the Americans or British or French are part
of imperial cultures. the political failure of a generation just
doesn’t carry the same psychological penalties as it does here.
Apparently. the psychological penalty of having been nayve if
you’re a colonial is the one price we aren’t willing to pay in
Canada.”
In the past few years Koslash has travirlled extensively in
Easlem Europe - chiefly Greece, Poland, and the Ukraine.
The esperlence was enriching, but it also made her feel left out.
“For all my sentimentality about the Slavic people and my own
Slavic identity - dlsfovedng the overlapping hlstorles of Poland
and the Ukminc, and finding Ukrainians everywhere in thuc
places - it is very lonely because a person of my political consciousness couldn’t have been produced there.
“I grew up next to the United States, and they grew up next
to the Soviet Union -I think it’s really as simple as that. And
I’ve had the benefit of an alternate education to the conwntional one in North America-a critical education. Very few
people have access to that over there. Mostly they just have all
these inchoate feelings of resentment and despair and anger.”
NO ~‘IDDINO. just released by the Douglas Gibson division of
McClelland B Stewart. is Myma Kostash at her best: wellresearched. non-sectarian, and unacademic. The prose has the
ilan of a witer comfortable with her subject matter and utterly
sure of her values and skills. Based on interviews with young
girls of different background across Canada, the book’s subtitle. “Inside the World of Teenage Girls,” is no idle claim.
Kostash carries her multiple identities to ha subjects with a
touch that ls so generous and sure that one gets the sensethat

to her those girls were never merely “subject matter,” the
occasion for the application of professional skills. The result
is a book that is eminently readable and useful.
It ls likely to be controversial as well, given the extraordinary
candour - often unintentional - of the girls she has interviewed. The world of teenage girls is pretty biiarre, and the
messages delivered by the book are not going to be welcomed
in some circles. Kostash and her nirls make it abundantly clear

‘The collapse of the left has to be faced.
But because the Americans or British are
part of imperial cultures, the political
failure of a generation doesn’t carry the
psychological penalties that it does here’
that to be young and female in contemporary society is to be
alternately mislnfonned, miseducated, ensnared by manipulative
consumer systems, exploited by the speclrum of adult insensitivities. ienorances. and malevolences. and finallv.
_, innored
_
w h e n in:tr&ble.
What Kostash’s youna eirls have to tell her. and us. is fre
quently depresslng;and%% not very compli&.ntary to either
the pmntal or the professional authorities that a~ supposed
to be transforming them into productive. self-mnfident women.
Thestatistical research Kostash adds to the brew overwhelmingly
backs up the young girls.
But No Kidding is also an exhilarating book, because of the
way Kostash has handled the interviews. It’s clear rhar she likes
the girls she’s talked to, and that she established rare iapport
with almost all of them. On the whole, they’re an admirable
bunch, trying to figure out a world that is unjuu, confusing,

Two Novels from Joan Bar-foot, author of Dancing in the Dark
Winner of the 1978 Books in Canada Award for First Novels.
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pleasure of discovering Margaret Laurence.”
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and fouled up. More than a few mhfused young girls will probably end up reading lhe book and, once they get over being offended. so will the professionals in the field. Both will be helped
by il.
No Kidding is the end of a certain kind of writing for Kostash.
She’s written books on behalf of the three elements of her collectivist identiw that matier most to her: All ofBabds Childen
for the Uk&ia” Canadian commitment, iong Way from

‘Once you understand and know something,
it isn’t private any longer. To write is to
pass on what you’ve seen and observed
and understood. You didn’t understand
it by yourself. Someone passed it on to
you, and your job is to keep it going’
Home for lhe New Left, and No Kidding - about women at

rheir mm vulnerable - in defence of feminism. Now she’s
working on several pieces she c&lls “autofictIons,” a Lerm bormwed fmm fellow westerner Pat&k Friesen.
“I’ve bee” wanting to figure out how to wile fmm a more
experimenml perspective, as a specific but not isolated person
lodged in hlltory,” she says. “I went to write pieces that use
the materials of my own life much as I’ve used materials from
others people’s lives. The technical question the ‘autofictions’
will try to solve is how one can write about oneself as an
historical and cultural entanglement and not as a” ego out to
experience or subjugate reality in order to satisfy personal or
psychological needs.
“Where I’m going isn’t so mysterious. Look aL where I got
my training - writing magazine articles, albeit under lhe in-

Politics offhe Northwest
Passa e

Edited !y Fran&m Griffifhs
The United Slates Coast Guerd icebreaker Paler See, by sa8h18 Ihmugh the
Northwest Pessage in Augus! 1985 without requesting pennlsslon challenged
Canada’s historical control of far no*;.;
waters. The ewys in this volume
and amlyre the problems Canada “p
w II
face in maintalnmg ifs claim la the region
In lhe future.
“compulsory reading for anyone intereiled In Ihe futureoflhe Norlhwst Pessage.”
Donat Pherand, Unlvenily of Otlewa
cloth e.773s-es136 $34.95

fluence of the New Journalism. What I’m going to wire will
still be grounded in olher people’s lives. It’ll simply try to make
the .co”“ectio”s between a specific private and psychological
life - mine - and the social and political contexts I’ve gone
after. And along the way, 1 want to ask impertinent questions
about myself. Things won’t be w much invented ss reconsidered
in the light of a person who is asking difficult questions on both
the private and public side. I hope it will be inventive of
co”“ectio”s.
“I don’t know aoyone else, 81 this point, who is trying Io
make connections between Byzantine history, the Greek
Orthodox Church, the Warsaw Pact powers in 1968, Serbia”
glasnav~, and Ukrainian nationalism. My earlier. journalistic
self would have tried to create some sweeping and emotionally
charged overview of things that explains individual consdousness along the way. That’s Lbe old way. Now I’m going
to test and reveal those large structures in a more direct relation to specilic persons and events, including myself.”
Kostash WBS once asked by a friend in Edmonton what she
thought the purpose of life was. Her answer was instantaneous
and unqualified: “To figure out what’s going on.” The writer
and the collecdvlst meer at this point. “Once you understand
and know something,” she says, “it isn’t private any longer.
To write is to pass on what you’ve see” and observed and
understood. You did”? understand it by yourself - smneo”e
passed it on to you, and your job is to keep it going.”
Where does she want us to go? I keep lhlnking of a passage
from Long Way from Home, in which Kostash was writing of
the goals of the ‘64% generation: “That all human relations be
transacted with love. compassion and tenderness; that, in the
morality and pmass of democracy and participation. powerlessness, meaninglessness and alienation be overcome: and the
split between the person and society, between personal and
politlcel values, be healed.” 0
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‘Every one night’s visiting evangelist in the
world must have had his brief hour in Granton,
the holy seeds of God’s word in our hearts’

HESE DAYS when I think of Oranton, I think of blackflies, heavy
bodied multi-goggled little buzzards busily lilling the summer air
and bting around the cow pies.
Flies, flies - the slightly curled,
lightly sticky tips of their black
thread legs. Their brown goggle
eyes. They pillage the world of
sleep. They invade the dreams. I
rage upon them with my hands.
The yellow ones can be killed. But
the black nightmare ones, the weight of
the vlllage conscience, are utterly indestructible. I try to squeeze them with
my tingemails, pushing so hard that I cut
right into their bodies, flattening, folding,
wisting them - but they Live on, impervious creatures of flexible metal.
The world of Granton was policed by
a godly army of black-winged soldiers
marching as to war. King Righteousness
ruled with dark Queen Piety at his side,
her dense i~owvn billowing, her heavy per-

fame wafting through the x.cat of alfalfa and the new-mown
hay. The camphor-laden odour of the sick room settled on us
all, the faithful, the fallen and the unmnvinced.
For Pastor Jim. there were only two categories. the saved
and the lost. His mandate was to rescue the perishing and it
was to the lost that he directed his most fervent efforts. As fringe
dwellers, Obasan and Uncle, the Makinos, the Sagas. the
Takasakls, the Sonodas, the Tamagls. and their bachelor friend
Taira-san wre a slgnifkant challenge. But Pastor Jim was
unable to penetrate the sound barrier behind which the lssei
moved, politely attentive and nodding.
“Mornin’.” he’d shout heartily, standing ar the back door.
his Bible open in his hands. “This is the day which the Lord
hath made. Let us rejoice mtd be glad in it.”
Obasan always nodded and smiled.
“Sister, are you savedl”
“Thank you,” Obasan said politely.
Undaunted, Pastor Ji.m moved on to the English-speaking
generation and won not only my soul but the souls of the
Makino sisters, Marion and Suzy. They both worked in town
- one at the post oflice and one at the bank, and with Tlna
they became Tina and the Mak-duo, a singing trio, two trim
black-haired altos in black flared skirts and white blouses and
bobby sax ~4th Tina in the middle, her hands folded to her chest
as she swayed gently. Pastor Jim declared that the Anglican
faith, fmm which we and the Mak-duo came, was not Biblical.
Creeds, he said, were not necessary. Prayers belonged not in
prayer books but in the heart. It wasn’t enough that we drove
the 70 miles to Coaldale for Christmas or for funerals or
weddings or faxwell park to meet the others like us from Raymond and Vauxhall and Cecil and Taber. It wasn’t enough or
even xigbt that the Makino baby, Anna, had been baptized.
The Maklnos, who lived out on a beet farm, came all the way
in to d&cuss the wortisome matter with Uncle and Obasan. It
was at least as important to discuss the problem as to solve it.
Plump Mrs. Makino was an anclent SO when her baby was
born. ApparentIy she hadn’t known all the way to the birth that
she was pregnant. She thought she’d entered menopause and
was getting overweight and went to the hospital for stomach
pains one night. Uncle said it was a good joke. A grandchild
come so soon.

_ _.. _ _ _
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Mr. Maklno had wanted to name hi surmise child Sachiko
but Mrs. Makhto felt it should be left up & their two grownup daughters to decide because they knew English ways better.
“Her name will be Anne,” said Marion and Suay. “spelIed
with an ‘e.’ And no Japanesy name.” They both loved the L.M.
Montgomery “Anne” books.
It seemed a shame not to give the baby a second name even
if it wasn’t Japanese. An extra name was an extra blanket. A
comforting weight at the foot of the bed. But I didn’t say
anything.
The parents couldn’t pm”ounce Anne and say “Annu.” The
minister from Coaldale, Nakayama-sensei, said Anna would
be easier, and that’s what WBp w&en on the baptism certificate.,
to the gmat disgruntlement of the Mak-duo. As it was, the Issel
all called ha s~Annu-chan” anyway.
“Anna.” Pastor Jim pronounced when he saw Mrs. Makino
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in town with the baby, “Anna w&p a holy woman. A very good

name. But she should not have been baptized. God’s word says
tie Lord Jesus. And tlren be baptized.”
“A worry,” Mrs. Makino said, relating the incident to Uncle
and Obasan.
“Muzukasbi,” Uncle said. “A difficulty.”
Suiy said that Pastor Jim knew better than Nakayama-sensei,

‘Anna,’ Pastor Jim said, ‘should be rebaptized,
Gad willing, when she makes her decision for
the Lord.’ Several years la&r; at the age of
seven, Anna Makino was ofkially born again
the priest from Coaldale. Uncle nodded Ids head slightly, indicating hesitation, and wondered if that might be so, though it
was understood he was making no judgemat. It was also
understood, without anyd& tbrtber being said, that the matter
would be Ieft to the Makino daughters who would teke their
diions from Pastor Jim.
“Anna,” Pastor Jim said, .‘;sbould be re-baptized. God
v.iUing, when she makes her deauon for the Lord.” And sewal
years later, when she reached “the age of understanding” little
Anna Makino was officially, at the age of seven, horn again,
to the great rejoicing of her sisters and Pastor Jim.
In the fall of 1952, immed&ely after Ids last year of high
school, Stephen made his escape from the world of Uncle and
Obasan, the Makduo, Pastor Jim, sugar beets, et al. I missed
him. I missed his music. The standards that Tina and Stephen
set ware naver again reached in Granton school. 1 wished them
back together on stage bat Tina said that wasn’t in God’s plan.
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A Nevel @
Jack Hodgins

she

eventuauy went to Bible school in wiipeg. That year.

1954, I took a temporary liceace teacher tiaining course ill
Calgary and returned the fc.llowbxg year to teach school in Granton. Once in a rare blue moon, Stephen would come roaring
home for a week or so. “Just like Rmiri-sari... Uncle remarked
on the brevity of his visits. He’d be with ub for a brief hello,
and tbm he’d be gone, ratomiog to Toronto and Montreal. and

later to New York and Paris. leaving Obasan, Uncle and me

waving at the edge of the road. our eyes fffled with the dust
of his departures. Over the years, it became a game of musical
chairs with Aunt Rmily and Stephen alternately popping in and
popping out.
News of Stephen’s successes in the world of music came via
the pages of the L&bridge Hem/d. GRANTON’s NAKANB WINS.
Many townsfolk were proud of their own local boy becoming
a minor musical celebrity. But Pastor Jim was steadfastly unimpressed. “Only one life, ‘twill soon be past. Only what’s done
for Christ will last,” he said. And in Granton, the steadfast
singular life of the faithful remained unchanged.
It was on a Sahuday night in June, tihen Tinawas home from
Winnipeg for the summer, that Anna Makino’s salvation was
secured.
Saturday nights wfxe when evangelistic meetinss, crusades,
rallia, healing services. and bouncy congregational hymn sings

tbougb our forbidden feeiwuld not. Rarlier in the year, s&
hall,
the local onward army of Christiao &dim swiftly
closed it down.

“Praise God,” Pastor Jii said. “The devil’s ovm lair is overturned and a place of prayer has been restored unto us.”
Grantonbsrelyhadtbechancetobemmeinfectedbytbeevils
of Hollywood. However every tme night’s visiting evawEst
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in the world must have had his brief hour in Grenton. sowing
the holy seeds of God’s word in our he&s.
Thet pattic”la.r sat”rday night Tbla was full of zeal, end eager
to hear Brother Leroy Sage, the ml&nary who wac 011 fUrrough
from Africa. Bmther Leroy’s account of his fust-hand encounter with Smn in Afrlce wes meanerizing.
“Oh, yes,” he thundered, “don’t let snyone lead you estray.
Satan is alive and binding the hearts of the heathen to e living
hell. Oh, yes, fear rules in the heart of dark Africa. I have seen
him take o laughing chlId and in minutes, murder that precious
child cith a sudden sickness. AmI I have seen Satan flinch end
flee et the nome ofJewsl I” that very hut, when the Lord cammanded him to be goone, Saten fled, for Saten cannot bear that
holy name of the Son of God. Hellelujeh.”
Tine was tense. a damp handkerchief held tight in her hand.
“But Sate” is not just in Africa,” Brother Leroy continued.
“He’s here tonight, hungry es e mering lion, seeking whom
to devour, spreading doubt in this great auditorium. Doubt.
The devil’s weepon. Doubt. The killer of faith. ‘Have faith end
doubt not; seith Holy Scripture. But here tonight, Satan is
creepi”g through the eisles looki”g for smell creeks of doubt
so that he can step into your minds. But, praise God, friends,
this,” he shouted, holding hi Bible high over his heed, “this
is God’s holy unchanging Word, sharper than eny two-edged
sword, dividing bone from marrow, s”d with God’s word we
can benish ell doubt, my friends. But do yo” know” - end
here Brother Leroy lowered his voice and hdd the Bible to his
h e a r t - ‘do you know there are me” today, in the guise of
God’s senwts, doing Satan’s wok end planting doubt into
this precious book. Make no mistake. The modemists belong
to Seten, my friends. Is there anyone here tonight who doubts
that Jesus wes born of the Viin May?”
A general murmur rose from the crowd. “No. No.” One men
stood up end waved his Bible. The woman directly in front of
“I moaned. ‘Precious Jesus.”
“Oh I’m so happy tonight,” Brother Leroy continued. “for
I knov~ end do not doubt God’s word, and I know es YOU know
that Jesus was born of a virgin. But what do the modernists
tell us? They take the pure word ‘virgin’ and change it to reed
‘yo”ng woman es if God, the all powerful, who made all tbbw,
had no povver to bring forth his Only Begotten Son from a
virgin’s womb. Now isn’t that foolish. Oh, what a great folly
it is to put OUT trust in men’s puny wisdom. what does Holy
Scriphue tell us? The wisdom of man is folly to God. Yes, dear
friends, the Revised Standard Version of the Bible is the hendiwork of San. Oh, yes. Satan is everywhere. In Africa, in that
mighty tvo-headed beast, the World Co”ncll of Churches, and
he is here in Grenton. Yes, he is. Do YOU have any drunkards
in your midst? Pray for them es they st~gglc in the grip of
Satan. And sey, all together with me, the words that OUT Lord
said. ‘Get thee behind me, Satan.’ Can you say it with me now?”
**OET THEE BEHMD ME, s~xat&~’ we mered.
“Say it again! Say it till it shakes the very geta of hell! Say
it till the power of alcohol is gone forever from Oranton!”
“GET niEE BEIUND Ia, SATANI”
I shlve~ed end looked behind my shhoulder as the&out disappeared, end I could hear a moan in my ear. Crazy Aim wes
holding hhnsdf up by the beck of my folding chair end gaspine
the chant over and over.
Tine turned end put her hands owr hi% Noddba gently, with
tears stream& down her face, she repeated the words with him.
His eyes wre fixed on her with a look of utter awish. Finelly
he sat dovvn, heavy with sobs, and Tl”a put her already wet
handkerchief to hi eyes.
“You know what it’s like.” the evangelist was shouting,
waving his index tinger. 70” know whet it’s like when one
little finger like this is held in a candleflame. You know the
pain, the searing tomzmtcd flesh of one Little fawr. And do
you Iamw what it w?ll be like, dear friends, when your entire
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Le C%f, boss of The Right Party, decides to put a
vote-getting highway through a sleepy Quebec
villageinRochCarrier’shilariousnewnoveloflove,
politics and corruption ~JI the fictional province he
has made his own. Enjoy the author ofkz Guerre,
Ik%4nd TheHocReySweakrat his enterkin@
best, inabrilliant translationby SheilaPischman.
$19.95papr 53Opqps

body is in hell? Not just your finger. but your whole arm, your
shoulders, your body. your entire body will burn. And not just
for an ho&, not just for a day;or a &ek. No, sir. What does
God’s holy book tell us in Revelations? There is everlasting torment in the lake of fire for those who do not confess that Jesus,
the sinless Lamb of God. is Lord.”
The rounded ceilina of the windowless hall had a strlne of
liihtbolbs strong do& the middle. “Will you be a ligh; to
llehten the darkness in this sinful world?” he shouted oointing
u&ds. “If you have never known the joy of the Lord; friea&
let this be the night. Let this be your hour of decision. Let this
be your night of repentance when you torn from your old ways
and become a new being. A being born of the spirit of God’s
eternal love. Hallelujah. All the saints and the heavenly host
rejoice to bee your hand there, brother. Come to the Saviour
all ye that thirst and are heavy laden. Rise now fmm your seats
all over this great auditorium wherever you are - you there
in the blue jacket, I can see the struggle Satan is waging with
you. Rise up and come to the Lord - praise God.”
The room filled with a chorus of hallelujahs as one by one
people stood, some resolutely, some with their /wads hanging
down. From somewhere a quartet was singing “Softly and
tenderly Jesus ls callll” and as if by some force beyond the
room people were pulled trembling to their feet. My heart was
be&g wildly as it usually did around this time. A grey-haired
woman a few rows in front lifted her arms to heaven, crying
“Jausl Saviourl” and soddenly there was little Anna in the
aisle with Crazy Alex behind her walking onsteadlly toward the
front, the eyes of the singing praying mating crowd on their
backs.
“God bless you, God bless you.” the evangelist was saying
to the soddenly born-again believers, shivering like newly shorn
lambs at the fmnt. I realized with a start that Tina was nudging me to go to the front as well. And whhout another thought,
I was walking arm in arm with Tina, down the aisle where we
stood on &her side of Crazy Alex and Baby Anna, our hands
linked behind them.
And that was the beginning of the new Life for Baby Anna
Makino and Crazy Alex in the community hall in the summer
of 1958, their trembling hands in Tma’s and mine. The Maklno
parents came after a few days to report that Baby Anna was
having terrible nightmares and was afraid to come out of the
covers, and perhaps if we let her have Gaby for a week, she
might feel better. Uncle and I drove over with Gaby whose ears
seemed permanently glued back throughout the drive and whose
tmst levxl fell several nolches that night.
But if it was the beginning of new nightmares for Baby Anna,
it was the release fmm old nightmares for Crazy Alex. The seed
of the fear and love of God fell into his rocky. weed-choked
life and took root. The transformation. everyone areed, was
a miracle. Alex, no longer crazy, no lon~&r sit on the sid&lk
outside the oool hall. The following Sunday morning. we saw
a new. cl&shaven, well dressed Al&. wall&g down-the streei
to the United Church with Tlna on one side and his old mother
in a flowery hat on the other. Even Dog looked better. For a
while Dog walked around with a red-and-white handkerchief
tied around a splint. Bventoally he bit the splint off and started
to walk like a regular dog, which was just as astonishing as the
miracle of Alex’s sobriety.
As for Gaby, he was returned to us in a potato sack, and
emerged with what 1 thought was a slight look of irritation.
He licked my ears intensely for a week. I found it mildly
disgusting. 0
Pod Joy Kogrrww’snovel, Obasan (Lmer & Orpen Lhny~,
won the Books in Canada First Novel Award in 1982. She
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and class backgrounds. And to a great
extent she lets all of these girls speak for

By

Earbara

pr&nancyd boys. Ah,
and jobs
boys. . . .
Kostash acknowledges that, as a child
of the 1960s counter-culhuc and the
consciousncs.waising of fcminis&in the
‘70% she began her rezarch cotioos about
how things might differ for thegirl growing up in the ’80s - especially how they

Gamy

No KIdding: Inside the World of
Teensge Girls. by Myrna Kostash,

FLANNERY O’CONNOR once said that
anyone who survives childhood is
equipped to handle anything, or words to
that effect. The same might be said of
adolescence. There probably Isn’t an
adult worna” alive who can look back at
herself as a teenager without recalling
sotnc situation fraught with tbe m&ties
of insccurity and humiliation. On the
other hand, it’s also a lime of great
possibilities, since - though it’s banal,
it’s also true - all the maor choices in
life still lie ahead. And so when a book
appears that offers us “the world of
teenage girls.” it’s appealing - partly
because this b the next generation, after
all. and it’s worth getting to know these
kids using Walkmans and hanging out at
shopping malls or working behind the
counter at fast-food joints. just to get a
sense of when the world may bc heading,
and partly because it to&a on our own
experience, and we want to know. with
a mixture of nostalgia and dread, how
different is it from when I was growing
up?
Myma Kostash has fashioned a lively
and insightful book on the world of
today’s girls. long on the substance of her
subjects’ lives and short (thank heavens)
on sociological pontlticat.ing. Not that she
ignores statistics altogether. Kostash
quotes from studies and adult
“authorltics” quite often, but sheuser the
data to enhance her more personal
material. rather than the other way
round. Her book is based mainly on Indepth interviews with 50 teenagers in
Edmonton, Vancouver, and Toronto, as
well as \vhat Kostash describes as her
“field studies” - trips to dl, biihschool spotting events, drop-in ccntrcr,
grooup homa, and so on.
She can’t argue that her study is scientific (she started off by asking co-workers
if they knew any tecnagc girls) but she’s
ccrttinly thorough. she protiles 12 individuals, from the ambitious “primx?ss”
fmm an affluent family to the street kld
determined to get ahead on her own terms
to the politically conscious teenager
frustrated by what she sees as her
clusmatcs’ apathetic self-absorption. She
includes adolescents from various races
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ON~PO~ONAN’I scene in the tilm Prick
lover alms his
despair-filled eyes at the camera and complains about his unfulfilled promise as a
writer. Bright, educated, neurotic.
orphaned, and gay, he should by tights
have been an artist. All he lacked was the
talent. What had he done wrong? His
bewildered, self-mocking restatement of
an old cliche draws laughter from the
audience but his question remains,
serious, intractable, and unanswered whence and why comes art?
Carol Shields tackles the problem in
Swarm: A Mysery, her fifth and latest
novel. Ha answcr~ arc as elusive as
butterflies fleeing a. net. but her wicked,
lightly satirical rcstatcmcnt of the qucz+
tion makes for a fascinating story.
The novel revolves around Mary
Swarm. a p&e noibe, murdcrcd just
before the publication of her first and
only book. But Swvatm is more an offstage prcscncc than a character and the
title mystery is not a matter of whodunit
or why. The murder case was open and
shut-Swum’s husband killed her. then
shot himself-and Shields has no intcrest in either the gory details or the
psychology of the male. What holds her
attention alx the arbitrary advents of love
and art. Swum lived her cntirc life on a
farm in eastem Ontario. She was abused,
impoverished. ill-educated, and cut off
from the larger cultural tradition (the
local library had Little poetry, no T.S.
Eliot). But somehow she managed to
write poetry of genius.
Her life, in short, is a puzzle, baffling
the four characters whose lives she
IN

Up Yourl37rs. Joe Orton’s

deep down, don’t differ greatly from
those of mainstream, adult society. Most
of the girls bnplicitly endorse the values
of tbc sf0fu.v quo. Coming from a generation that championed social change and
b&v4 that the power of tmnsformatlon
lay with youth, Kostash is sometimes
troubled by thii apparent complacency.
And yet, if you listen to Individual voices.
there b a sense of ditcction - and hope.
And what is agroup, a generation, if not
an aggregation of individuals?
-There’s a tough and incxting@shablc
vein of optimism running through No
Kidding; it pays tribute to a res&ncc and
purposefulnas that is far from naive.
In&cd, the acuteness of many of these
teens’ hardships (spendiog seven months
looking for a minimum-wage job that
lasts a month, fleeing the family home
because of sexual abuse) makes naivcty
an impossibility. Take Frank*. for
cing fmh mothcto fathe;. temporarily
has
her out:
Slttlng at a picnic table behind the house.
jabbing her bare toes lntc the long grass
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Swum: A Mystery, by Carol Shields,
Stoddart. 304 pages. $22.95 cloth (ISBN
0 7737 2092 8).

is a portrait of a t& world whose values,

,..

slow. throaty laughs.

and her books. Finish school. Maybe
work andgo to school at nights. Pondering what she wants to be: a lawyer. a cop.
an accou”uuIt.
She v,a,,ts to travel. She wants her Mvll
bed.
It’s to Koatasb’s crcdit that she tries to
present thcsc teenagers as they see
themselves. If their ideals seem somehow
romantic and old-fashioned. they are at
least not ununrmiincd. These teenagers are
thinking. looking at the world amund
them and questioning the place they will
make in it. No kidding. El

male of the species. Well,
Getmaine Grcer. and Kate Millett notwithstanding. in some respects not much
has changed. Adolcscenrs arc becotig
sc.xually active at an earlier age on
awage, but boys erc still the exasperating
“Other.”
“My conversation with girls about their
boyfriends yielded virtually nothing but
complaints.” Kostash notes, and there’s
a femcious (and familiar) sexual double
standard to which the girls subscribe: “1
counted the guys around Penny’s table eight guys. She’s a slut, man, a real easy
rider.” In thue girls’ candid discussions
about sex and dating, then is still the
underlying notion that males can’tcontml their hormones, and so sexual uponsibllity - for contraception, for example
- lies with the female. Moreover, girls
still have their vision of romantic bliss (“I
want a guy who’s soft but he’s got to be
able to take control. too”) to steer them
through what Kostash terms love’s
“eulturc of afflictions: shyness, sclfdoubt, discomposure. heartache.”
What emerges from this enjoyable mix-

McClelland &Stewart, 319 pages, 524.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7710 4539 5).

low,

it’s the future she wants to talk about. GL
a job and get out of here. Buck into an
apartment of her own with her teapots
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touched: her biographer, Morton Jimmy;
her publisher. Frederic Cruai; her
dixovetet and critic, Sarah Maloney; and
her Riend, Rose Hindmarch. Baffled by
banality, all four end up creating Swarm
anew. Their efforts amount to a goodnatured ribbing of myth-making in
literature, in and out of academe. Like
a corpse that will not tit its tiffin. Swnn

less important than the puzzle that amplifies the larger mystery of art, its
mitaculous birth and fragile existence. As
Swan’s delicate verse undergoes
academic exegesis at the symposium the
poetry itself disappears, only to be reborn
at the end of the book as a group of
friends and scholars, in an act of love.

is chopped and prodded to tit a pre
conceived notion of the artist. Jimmy
adduces influences that don’t exist, citing

a moment of high ambiguit~~leaving

Emily Dickinson and Jane Austen when
knows the poet favoured Bess Stteeter

and evanescent all at once, Uk; woodsmoke on the evening air. 0

he

Aldrich and Edna Ferber. Sarah simply
jettisons anything tbat contradicts bet
romantic image of the artist: she throws

out Swan& rhyming dictionary and
refuses to publish a notebook that contains nothing but shopping lists and nota
on the commonplace: “door latch
broken” . . . “cut hand on pump” . . .
“radishes poor.” “sun scorching.”
In flitting over the surface of Swana’s
life Sarah misses Shields’s point: art
doesn’t fly out of a storm on the mountain or speak from a fire on the plain; it
emerges arbitrarily and unannounced
from our daily lives. Certainly Shields’s
own work is a tribute to that point of
view. More than her way with structure..
or her mastery of literary fomx (from the
Victorian novel to the modem film in a
single bound), it’s Shields’s portrayal of
her characters that makes the book. Each
has a voice of his or her own and a life
radiant with habits, quirks. and tastes.
Shields mow effortlessly from 28-yearold Sarah. an English professor with
withered feminist ideals and a taste for
silk, to Rose, a small-town spinster whose
Friday-night treat is a small tye. and
ginger, a warm bed, and a good thriller.
The characters are joined by theit interest in Swarm and a cutting sense of the
inevitability of loss. Each has known
loneliness and the teasing intimations of
love. Rose has never had a lover, while
Cruzzi has just lost his wife. The divorced
Jimmy falls in love with Sarah long
before he has even met her (with prediclable results), while Sarah has a habit of
trading in lovers at regular intervalr. The
four finally meet at a Swann symposium
in Toronto, and though none is engaged
in anything quite so banal as “looking for
love,” there is a sense, by the end of the
novel, that the making of poetry and the
quest for love have become one. Aptly
enough, the most eagerly awaited event
at the symposium is tbe unvei8ng of Mary

Swarm’s last piece of unpublished verse,
a set of love poems.
Shields brings her novel to a close with
great panache, seamlessly melding plot
with theme. She tips her hat to genre
fiction and solves the one mystery that
Agatha Christie might recognize - the
gradual disappearance of all 250 copies
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My Gmndfalher’s House: Scenes of

Childhood and Youth, by Charles
Ritchie, Macmillan, 181 pages, $19.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7715 9512 3).
RITCHIB’S published diaries
begin in 1937, three years after he joined
External Affairs and when he was in the
midst of his tirst posting abroad, at the
legation in Washington. My GrandCHARLES

fafhw’s House deals with the years before

that, but in a different way. It’s a collection of 13 essays, only two of which are
primarily autobiographical; each of the
others is centred on a relation, a friend.
or an acquaintance of his first 30 years.
Only one of them -Elizabeth Smart is anything of a celebrity.
For the most pan they arc long forgotten, like old photographs thrown out in
armmw.sale,mwhichnocmecannow
attach an identity. Frdm

this oblivion I
have sovnht to rescue them. for whv
should th; famous be the only& to 6;
remembered?

The essays about telations (always his
mother’s relations, the Stewarts; there
isn’t a Ritchie in the bunch) ate particolarly interesting in the way they portray
the vanished world of the Haligonian

upper crust, for whom “Colonial” was
a title to be worn in honour. and whose
metmpolis was London -not Montreal;
emphatically not Toronto, and not even
Boston, the lodestone of the Nova Scotian Iowes orders, as Ritchie noticed when
he was at Hanard:
The profuror raid that his mother had
a wonderlul cook from NOM Scotia.
“quite indispmsable.” This was my Srst
introduction to the indispensability of
Nova Scotiam in cultured Bostonian
households. “A Nova SC&,,, maid-so
honest and clean.” “Our gardener fro,,,
Nova Smtia - ID reliable.” I did not
relish this relegarion to the helot status.

themoresoasIhadgmwaupinrhe
counts-snobbery of as.rdscm Halifax.
where all outside the British Empire.
including Americans. were looked upon
as a lesser brad.
Ritchie’s grandfather died 10 days
short of his hundredth birthday, and then
not of illness but because he stumbled
while putting wals on the fire and hit his
head on the marble mantelpiece. “Never
in the course of nearly a century had my
grandfather done a day’s work. This, and
his heavy drinking, may have accounted
for hi healthy old age.” A characteristic
Ritchie rem&k, which tempts the reader
to ask what accounts for the healthy old
age on which the author seems to have
entered - he’s 81. Perhaps it’s the
enthusiasm for sex that’s so apparent in
the diaries. It made its appearance early.
Here’s an incident in the grandfather’s
house, which would have occurred between the ages of six and 11:
A marble group of the Three &aces
stood on a red velva pdesml under a
glass case. Once when atone in the
drawing-mom I lifted the g&a case with
guiltily trembling hands and ran my
tingus over the cold breasts of the
Oraces. I knew that I was committing
sacrilege, but the dcrirr for the unatkdnable was too stroly for me to resist.
Such R family as the Stewarts would
typically have some sons who were SUP
cessful only in love and WBT. Ritchie’s
mother’s favourite brother. Uncle
Charlie, was
expelled fmm the Royal M8imryCoUege .

for gambling. dismissed from the

Mounted Police for striking a bullying
corporal. d&appearing for months into
tbe Yukon. drifting into jobs and bars in
Calgary or Edmonlon. eking out his
earnbw by his gains at poker
- but died

a lieutenant-colonel and a
DSO, leading his battalion at Bowlon
Wood in 1918. And there was Unde
Harry, whom Ritchie newt met - the
dashing “Bimbash” Stewart of the
Gordon Highlanders. the Egyptian army,
and the South African L&t Horse, who
between campaigns lived beyond his
means as one of Edward VII’S fast Xl.
Then there was Gerald Braascombe, a
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England, whose marked
eccentricity gradually shifted into
insanity. The
mental specialists . . were infuritiwly

cousin from.

indecisive about the nature of his illness.
whether it was of the mind or of body or
both. AU agrred, however, that he had
new contracted syphilis. Meanwhile his
condition grew rapidly worse. He began
tohearv0icesand, b~paniculu. thevoice
of the Holy Ghost. The mention of the
Holy Ghost seemed to decide the
specialists that he must be put in an
itititution.
No doubt with some help from the

disries that he started in his teens, Ritchie
gives oo impression of ~33 almost infallible memory. Only once does he betray
having run two different mx&ctions
together. lie goes with his friend Julian
Byrimon, a recent convert to Mat&m,
to a party in Montreal where everyone is
drinking red wine and talldog about the
Spanish Civil War. Norman Bethune
comes in and they all turn to him for

en~hteoment, but he demands whisky
and refuses to talk politics. Later.
Barrington and Ritchie leave the party
and go to a night-club. which is “packed,
mainly with Americans in Montreal to
escape the rigours of Prohibition.” But
Prohibition ended three years before the
Spanish War began, and four years
before Bethune returned from it.
“Fertility Rites,” the essay about
Elizabeth Smart in her exuberant youth,
is interesting especially because it shows
her in the context of her family in their
house at IQngsmere, and gives B totally
different impression from the one 1 have
gathered fmm accounts of her life, of the
Smart parents as narrow-minded
puritans.
Tbhe quiet centre of the Smart housebold
was Betty’s faths. Russell Smart. . . .
Nota~tlalkerhiMelf,heenjoyedthe
play of dkcussion around him, smiling
tolerantly at outrageous opinions but
nithour mndexasion. for he was one of
those old& men to \-thorn the young could
talk without cemarlng their aentimetus.
In canton and complemenl to him was
his wife. A tall. praty-faced woman with
an cngryinp \varmth of manner. she
enlivened the scene with a touch of tbe
dramatic. Shenpectedpeoplc toplayup
and was impatient of slorness of
response. . . . Here at Kinsmere “northodox opinions flourished. We could
discuss books that shocked. pictures that
were criticized. politics that were
disaFwoved.
The most recent events recorded in this
book happened half a century sgo; the

author’s memories go hack three-quarters
life of his uncle Biibash take us back well
over a ceotwy. Yet it is all presented with
a shining &why and immediacy. The
book.
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i¶y Douglas Glow
The Colour of Blood, by Brian Moore,
McClelland &Stewart, 192pages, g19.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7710 6448 9).

BRIAN ~MOORE is a Belfast boy who, in
many ways, has never shaken the Irish
peat from bis travelling shoes. Tbe world
of his novels is Catholic, conservative,
and faintly medieval. In thematic terms,
his prc-cmincot interest is in the conflict
between authority (father, family,
Church) and the unruly human imaglnation (which he tends to represent in
negative terms as fantasy, childlls,
dream, sea). His characters are forever
straying fmm the Word and tbc Law and
ending up punished, spiritually tbrasbed,
for their temerity.
Inhisearl*rnovelP-ssay,upuntilAn
Ansuwf~m Limbo - Moore fleshed
out his cautionary tales with i shrewd
paychologieal realism. In The Lone& Parsion of Judith Hearse, for example, the
authority/imagination conflict is represented as an alcoholic spinster’s inner
struggle wltb uncontrollable and destmctive emtic fantasies.
Latterly, however, Moore has tended
to abaodon realism, extcriorlziog the conflict and substituting miracles and magic
for charactex and plot. In The Great Victorian Colleellon, a young academic’s
dream actually comes true in the parking
lot outride bls. motel room, and the dream
enslaves and destroys him. In Cold
Haven, God octuai~y gives the heroine

migraine headaches and intermittently
kllls her husband in order to fom her to
tell the world she has seen a vision on the
Pacific coast near Carmel. This is really
a kind of Catholic horror story, closer to
Stephen King than to Graham Greene or
Flanneiy O’Connor.
In his newest book, The Colour of
Blood, Moore reiterates his old themes
but grafts them onto yet another popular
genre, the thriller.The Colour of Blood
is set in an unnamed East Bloc country
(not Poland but otbenvlse very much Like
Poland, complete with an army general
as head of government and a Lech
Walesa-like labour leader). Its hero is
Cardinal Stephen Bern, a cross between
Pope Jean Paul II and John Le Cam?s
George Smlley.
After narrowly escaping a mysterious
assassination attempt, Cardinal Ban
discovers that one of his bishops plans to
issue a call for national protest at a
religious festival honoting the muntry’s
martyrs. a call that could plunge the
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a So&I invasion. Hard upon the heejs if
this discovery, Bern is taken into protee
Live custody by the state security pollee.
He escapes, finds out that his captors
were really Catholic anti-Communists,
flees through the country lo disguise, is
captunrd by the real secwity pollee, meets
the general who runs the country, and
agrees to do his best to head off bls dissid e n t co-religionisb - that is, he
cooperates with the Communists.
What is surprising for Western readers
who don’t closely follow the Byzantine
politics of the Church in Commuolst
6umpels that the villabu of The Co/our

I

to bring Stephen Bern to life: but where
it seemed all right for Judith Heame to
talk to the Sacred Heart. it’s a bit weird
for a sophisticated prelate to do so.) It is
thin on detail. (Moore’s declslon to invent
an imaginary country seems bizarre to say
the least.) And its plot devices creak.
(Bern keeps walking away from his kidnappers - how stupid can these Catholic
zealots be?)
One gas the strange feellog that Moore
simply became bored with the idea of
saving the Church in Eastern Europe
from Russian tanks and wild-eyed
democrats. 0

ofBloodarenottheStalinistsecre.tpoke

but the Catholic anti-Communists. Beta’s
motivation, hls idea of God’s will, is to
see that the Catholic Church survives as
a kind of shadow state within the communist state. In the novel (as seems to be
true also lo Poland), the cardinal accommodates the state apparatus, using the
Church to help maintain social order, in
return for the state’s tacit recognition of
Church rig&.
Moore seems to be saying that the
Church and the Communist state, though
philosophically at odds, are alike in that
they share a profound interest in the
maintenance of authority. He draws a
clear parallel between Cardinal Bem and
his country’s military ruler, Oeneml
Urban. (Both are celibate, own dogs,
went to Jesuit school, etc.) Bern fmds
himself praising the Commuoists f o r
Waking thkgh aslum, he thinks,
is the underside of our state. And yet, I
must remember that this misery is now
less prevalent than in those days we speak
of with false nostalgia. . . . we must
recognize that there has been much good
in this social change.” As an afterthought, he adds, “Of course, we want
our freedom.”
Reading Moore. one is often reminded
of Dostoycvsky’s Grand Inquisitor, who
banishes Jesus so as to maintain the
author& of the Church and temooral
order - a cold heaven, indeed.-(The
discourse of The Colour ofBlood seems
to identify the pathetic wodd-be assassin
with a picture of Christ on Rem’s
bedroom wall.) In both instances, the
Church operates on its communicaats as

a stem anil somewhat distant parent upon
a .amup of fractious and undisciplined

By David Staiford
Spycatcher: The Candid Autoblography of a Seoior Intelligence Officer, by
Peter Wright. Stoddart, 392paga. $24.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7737 2168 I).
BEFORE RaADlNO NalnEa. contemplate
this. If Books in Canada were a British
publication and you were reading this
review in Britain, you could receiveup to
two years in prison under Sectloo 2 of the
Official Secrets Act, which makes the
receipt of any unauthorized information
mployee, BS
Wright 6)
And Book in Canada would be in coo-

tempt of the highest court io the land, the
Law Lords, which early in Augu$ upheld
ao injunction baniog the press in England
and Wales (although not in Scotland,
Northern Ireland, and the Channel
Islands) fmm reportiog any of the cootents of Wright’s book.
The risk to the reader is clearly one in
theory only. For short of declaring all of
England and Wala an official Gulag, it
is bard to see how tbe state fould effw
tively pmsecute the thousands of its subbook imported fmm-abroad.-And that
the Iron Lady has yielded on this front
is apparent. She has not attempted to baa
the book’s import and has also turned a
blind eye, it might be noted, to the wllthumbed copy quickly ordered for the
House of Commons library. To the press,
however. the Law Lords’ judgemeat in

child&

The Colour irf Blood is not a particularly gqod thriller. It has a certain
structural efficiency that one has come to

neither believable nor engaging. (Moore
borrows gimmicks fmm his previous
books -photographs that seem to come
alive. rellglous statue5 that seem to give

latest bat& in a campaiG that has been
waged for more than a year to muzzle
Wright. The&MIS man, subsist@ until
now on hls meagre state pension in the
safety of Australia. has thus been cast in
the role of impoverished and vicdmlzed
David to the state’s detemdncd and
enraged Goliath.
Yet. as his book starkly reveals, Wright
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The Politics of Medtcal cart in

an h&m/White Community
by Dam Culhsnc Speck
on January 22.1979, an
clcven-yearold Native girl died of
a ruptured appendix in an Alert
Bay. B.C. hospital. Tbc cvcnts that
followed are cbmniclcd in this
book by a womm who is a
member by marriage of the
Nimpktsb Indian Band in Alert
Bay. She has relied mainly on
interviews, anecdotes, and public
records to describe hoiv this
small, isolated Nati& community
rook on the local hospital, the
College of Physicians and Surgeons,
prcvinctal and kdcral ministries
of he&b, and national media,
becauss their private tragedy held
implications that reached far
beyond cnc child, cmc town, and
even one century.
October. 512.95 from

q&-dcr from U of T Prc!%s.
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is ludicrously miscast as a victim of state
persecution. On the contrary. For most
of his career in MIS, which began in 1955
and ended in 1976. wlight placed bls co”siderable technical .mpertisc as a spycat&r unreservedly at the service of the
state.. That for much of the time he was
breaking the law. subvcr$tg democracy.
and often wrecking people’s lives in the
process appears to concern him wry little
even now. True, he sheds occasional
crocodile tears over some victim of
mistaken identity caught up in a bungled
operation or two, but of genuine remorse
or even second thoughts about the wnsisteilt abuse of state authority hc so
willingly indulged in, and tbe havoc
caused by his ruthless pursuit of other
Davids, there is none. And now that hc
has made a million on his book, it is dear
that here is a man who has unapologetieauy profited From his amoral scrvlce
to tbe state Shed no tears for Mr. Wrig.bt.
That he has become a cause cd&bre in
open

only one of many

bf this book, it shot&i
is by now
familiar, and there is very Little new for
those who have read about the hunt for
Soviet moles in MIS and elsewhere in
books by Chapman Pincher, Nil West,
and others. Nor. for that matter, is there
much new about MIS plots against
Harold Wilson’s govcmmcnt. aRcgations
that have already been discussed
cxtenslvcly in.the press. The story is
amplitied, but that’s all, and after all the
hoopla tbc promiscd expose falls flat.
Yet the book proves compulsive
reading bccausc it reveals, a$ no other
well es the &ly absurd~~things that
happen in the world of countcrintelligence. Although Wright was never
quite so important in MIS as publicity
leads us to believe - he was never even
head of a division - he played a key role
in the tccbnical conduct of countcrintclltgcna, and has a lot to reveal about
the intrlcatc and arcane trad~craft of
spycatchers. This is not merely tccbnlcal,
although there is plenty about the tricks
of installing secret microphones. tapping
telephones, and intercepting legal and
clandcstinc radio communications. There
is also a great deal of fascinating and instructive discussion about the planning
and conduct of operations, the difficult
tasks of evaluating results, and the Bynntine politics and rlvalriw that haunrthe
corridors of the secret world. It’s a tale
with all the hallmarks of a good detcctivc
story, and the book adds valuable new
perspectives on some well-known
pl&d a critical role. For That alo& it’s
worth the price.
Inevitably, however. the book is

dominated by his central role in the seaxcb
for a Soviet mole in MIS, a hunt that
eventually made him so many enemies
that it tarnished his carter. The evidence
Wright presents here for his -se against
the head of MI5. Sir Roger Hollis, is
unlikely tc change anyone’s mind. What
it does do is confirm once again that the
world of counter-intelligence is a wilderness of mirrors. a barren and treacherous
land where paradox reigns sup-c.
Wright, a scientist by training-prior
to MI5 he worked. like hls father, for
Marconi - dedicated himself to Ux
search for objectlvc and irrcfutablc proof
of cncmy penetration of MIS. For that,
he spent thousands of hours poring ova
the cvidcnce, cbccking and rc-checktng
the files in the registry, running endless
computer checks, and remorselessly and
pabxtskingly analysing intcrccpted communications, often going ‘back to the
1930s. plucked from the ether by the
powers of modem technology.
Yet at cwy crucial twist and turn in
Wright’s abortlvc hunt it is clear that, far
from being guided by pure science., he was
- and remains - deeply influenced by
subjective feeling and prejudice. His frcqucnt and uninhibited ad hominem
judgcmcnts on collcaguep rcvcal a man of
narrow horizons deeply scarred by
youthful blttcmas over the Depression,
which ruined his family and deprived him
of a university education, and often
resentful of his more socially sucassful
superiors. Wright’s pcrceptlon of an alltoo-complacent and powerful Establishment clearly warped his judgcment,
deepened his obsession, and drove him to
ever more frantic efforts that dearly
rested on a bedrock of visceral mnvlction.
“Espionage.,” Wright says. “is a crbne
almost devoid of evidence, which is why
intuition, for better or worse, always has
a large part to play in its successful detcc-

tion.” Wright’s intuition, however. was
fxklc. When it failed tc nail one victim,
it rapidly transferred its conviction of
guilt tc another - with an almost promiscuous abandon. What counted to
Wright was not evidence, but faith.
And here is the supreme paradox about
tbe world of counter-intelligence revealed
so graphically and unself-consciously by
Spycdcher, which makes it so compulsively readable.
For what it shows is a world in which
teamwork is vital, yet where every colleague is suspect, and every friend a secret
enemy. And in this world without trust,
where theevidence is always elusive, faith
is all. There is certainly no hope, and as

for charity, Spycatcher% vivid catalogue

of the chill imperatives of the state makes

graphically clear why its once loyal and
faithful scnmtt has been pursued, e”en
beyond absurdity, with such cold determination. 0

Masques 01 MonliQ: Females in Fiction. by Johan Lyall AItkett. Women’s
Press. 190 pages. S14.95 paper (ISBN 0
88961 II3 0).
IT HAS ALWAYS been recognized that the
tiction a society produces is descriptive of
its manners, morals, and attiiudes about
its members. But the stories we read are
also prescriptive as each text becomes a
part of our makeup and influences how
we perceive oursdvcs. In Masques of
Momli(v Johan Altkett looks at women’s
sense of identity and morality within
today’s society as it has been affected by
the women in our literary heritage. Aitken
empbaslzes the need for women to define
who they are through the reading and
witing of stories just as Canada. a
colonial nation, needs its writers to tell
the story of its identiry.
In this well-documented and thoroughly researched look at 25 women in
fiction Aitken is very careful to observe
the characters within their historical and
social contexts. For example, she does not
fall into the trap of bringing 1980s expel
tations about the roles of women to a
discus&m of an ISth-centary novel.
Aitken views the women in each text in
terms of “the moral framework tbat surrounds them, and their individual
morality within it.” This approach illustrates that within circumstances that are
demeaning or limiting to women various
responses are possible. Some of the
female characters examined are driven to
despair, some find a way of titting into
their social order with a degree of grace,
others rebel against a system that does not
allow their personal growth, and yet
another kind of woman tries to change
the system itself through her actions.
The problem with Masque of Mom/by
is that it covers such a wide range of
diction that the reader is likely to be
unfamiliar with some of the works in
question. This makes for slow and confusing readll at times. But what is most
interesting about this book is not so much
Aitken’s analysis of tbe works of fiction
as her choice of the texts themselves. The
selection ranges from notable literary
v;orkssuch as Emma. TheDiviners, and
Portrait of II Lady to the more popular
fiction of Gone With the Wind and Anne
of Green Gables and even includes
cblklren’s stories like 77~ Counlry Bunt#~
and Hansel and GreIel. Aitkcn admits
that the choices are idios>mcratic, but saggests that the standards of “great”
literature have been set largely by men,

. . . . ..-.e. .,,. _-_n.

and many teats (Anne of Green Gables
being a good example), though not considered literary. have neverthdeas had a
profound effect on how women perceive
themselves.
To accommodate the varied literary
pasta of her readers, 10 alternative teats
for each chapter are suggested and readers
sons1 version of this wit&al work.
emphasis on a subjectlvc kind of
criticism, which allows a person to rely
on her own responses to a book, is
dlltinctIy Feminine. Masques ofMom/ily
begins with a discussion of critical theory
in general and feminist criticism in particular in wblch Altkcn says “we may fti
that the methodology conceived by the
female imagination is every bit as signiti-

North of Intention: CrItical Wrilings
1973-1986, by Steve McCaffery.

Nightwood Editions, 239 pages, $14.95
paper (ISBN 0 88971 107 0).
ni,s BOOK collects 21 of Steve McCaffey’s theoretical and critical essays from
the past 13 years, and in many ways it is
att important book. The kind of writing
on which McCaffery brings to bear his
line mind and wide reading is cornparativdy little known in Canada: the
language-cetured or non-referentialist
American poets who began to publish in
the late ’60s and early ’70s. And although
McCaffery’s sources (Barthea, Darida.
Kristeva, Bakhtin et al.) have become
distressingly fashionable in Canadian
academic (and poetic) cirda in the past
few years, he mostly maoages to avoid the
monster of incestuous citing an4 genufleering into which the COatempOraty
academic paper has been transformed
(although bis footflora%, admittedly, cm
be formidable enough).

L.Y---Y-z.-.-r-..%--_.

of George Bowerbtg, bp Nicbol, Fred
Wah, and Christopher Dervdney among
others. as wdl as Michael Palmer.
Jackson Mac Low, and some further
poets who gathered around the magazine
L-A-N-o-u-,+&~. McCaffery’S . central
concen in all of thae texts is the profound ambiguity of tbe idea of the Subjti, and his tbeoretlcal approach is to see
writing as what he calls a general
economy, rather tbaa as an lntentlonal
structure. Tltougb one may disagree with
some of his assumptions and arguments.
the theory yields sometimes fascinating
readings of individual writers.
If I have an argument with tltis book,
it is riot with its assumptlotts but its style.
Nichol once remarked inan interview tbat
McCaffery would never use a onedoIlar
word if he could find a ten-dollar word.
and North ofInIenrion bears him out. I
like tendolku words too. but there sre
sentences and whole paragraphs in this
book that could well go unaltered into an
updated edition of The Pooh Perpk
“The masses, to whom this narrative environment is directed and fmm whose
conceptual complememarity it gains its
definition as media, is a nebulous, asocial abstraction, serialized into
atomistlc slmulacrities (the ‘prlvatlsm’ of
the family television receiving identical
content as millloos of other homes,
simulales lndividualiQ and laminates tbis
upon the actual un-differentiation of tbe
masse-s).”
The inelegantly Of McCaffcry’s prose
irresistibly suggests intellectual postorb&
which is untrue in hls casz and thw regrettable. It wilI also reduce the audience for
this book, and that is a shame.
- BttUcg WHITEMAN

Hard Choices A Life of Tom Bwger,
by Camtine Swayze., Douglas & MCIP
tyre., ilhtstrated, 256 pages, $24.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 88894 522 1).

tnws AS mmmlssloner for the Maekenbe Valley pipeline inquiry (197577) that
Tom Berpr fmt became a noted international fgure. This “ittquity without
wlls” and the Alaska Native Review
Commission in 1983-85 were designed to
educate mainstream North America and
the world about native peoples and give
others a chance to “walk in their
moccasins,” so to speak. Bewr wanted
to know what went on in the hearts and
minds of native peoples. As he put it,
these people were the experts. not the
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STEIWEN DONALDSON

TKE MIRROR OF HER DREAMS: frlordad% Need - Is
the aulbnh most accesible epic yet and the ideal
inlmductlon to anyone lull discwedng Donaldson%
magic. Andwilh its sequel, A MAN RIDES THROUGH,
appearing In hardcover af the same lime, November will
be a dream came lme for myone rvho IM
Donpddson’s work.
FrR;fa St Donaldson’s other classic batsallen:
Fal L’S SANE, THE ILLEARTH WAR, THE
POWER THAT PRESERVES, THE WOUNDED LAN THE
;feNETF&EE and WHITE GOLD WIELDER, allwailab
e 1”
4.

Decembervdll be blockbwler lllDnIb lor Anlhony tans.
WIELDING A FED SWORD: ‘$ok Four of ImxmatIW ~4
&nmM~yw~II~re$&n;~~~~~~ ;fh
hardcover. Fand will wanI the enfire IncamallonS of
lmmotlalily atier ON A PALE HORSE, BEARING AN
HOllRGfASS, and WITH A TANGLED SKEIN all
avalla!da In paperback
d
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BALLANTINE - OCTOBER 34534143.0
0
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IVY BOOKS
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Aerowood Drive, Misslssauga, Ontario L4W 169

(416) 6244672
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UNLIMri-Ii0 POWER
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BALLANTINE -JANUARY
34594642.7
91358

Mafgamf Gemye
The wholrhols bmdy, Moody stoq - as

MAKEUP BOOK
cm/e J&sorl

OF HENRY VIII

The lirsl book lmm this new m&r
of mind pww, B Bible for anyone
eager Ior super swcesz.
maklng
QSrsDnal achiewmenl8 s?ence,
Aobbfns guamnlees rwdls: his
unique fusion 01 mind and body has
hd tbwsands to selfconlldence and
inner slrenglh. pmle&on~ly and
QSSOlltily.

BALLANTINE - SEPTEMBER
345942756
$1350
PI-IE AUTOBIOGRAPHY

“over befom “told:’ k&wet George
decided there were too many
ne alive books abmd Hen VIII. II
IO a her15years,9Wbo o!!s o f
ba!kgmund Wing 3 visits lo
England and 5 ha&itten draft8 to
~~they~esfom wlnl was

they did for their wudmbe&
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wuntry gtrf - lhfb Is
the 8th book In thfs
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A Divlslon of RANDOM HOUSE of CANADA
1265 Asrowood Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 169 (416) 624-0672

anthropologists, hlstorisns, sociologists,
and geographers. “You arc wlting a new
scroll of history,” he told the Inuit Clrcumpokw Conference in 198.5. I

Carolyn Swaya traces the highlights of

Bergcr’s career, beginning with his early
days as a. lawyer for the Nishga and other
native people in B.C., oppressed workers,
and accused criminals. We see clearly
that, like native people, Berger is determined to remain hlmselr; thus the reason
for some of his “hard choices.”
Lawyer, politician, judge, commlssioncr, teacher. author, director, lawyer
- how could any man accomplish so
much in a mere 25 years? Each chapter
of Sway&s book is as interesting as the
last. The book Is well researched.
documented, and indexed, and for the
most part the writing is unobtrusive.
Berger plays an important part ln
heralding the “new scroll” of the Inuit
and other native groups, and hc may very
well be writing one himself. To
paraphrase an old Ojibway saying, I
wonder what his future will do to him.
- LEhoRE KEEs”Io-ToBI*s

King of the Mob: Rocco Perri nnd the
‘Women Who Ran His Rackets, by James
Dubro and Robin F. Rowland. Viking
(Penguin), illustrated, 336 pages. S22.95
cloth (ISBN 0 670 81533 0).

Italian Catholic, patriarchal bias of hit
organization, Perri formed consecutive
liaisons with Bessie Starkman and Annie
Newman, Polish Jews who originally
settled in Toronto. Furthermore. he
allowed them to play an enormous role
in the running of hls gang; Perri, in effect.
established Starkman and Newman as the

two most powerful female mobsters in
North American history.
King oflhe Mob is an engrossing study
of Rocco Per& yet the most intriguing
sections of this book. deal with “the
womco who ran his rackets.” Anomalies
within the world of organized crime.
Starkman and Newman prevent King of
Ihe Mob fmm becoming just another
book about the Mafia. Perhaps this book
would have been better titled: Queens of
the Mob: The Women Who Ran Rowe
Perri.
- TlMOTHY CHAMBERLAm

OF King of the Mob:
Rocco Perri and the Women Who Ran
His Rack& state that “organized crime

THE AUTHORS

is not glamorous.” True, being blated
apart by a shotgun (the fate of Be&
Starkman. Perri’s fmst wife) is not particukuly enchanting. Yet there is something about those archetypal American
desperadoes, men such as Al Capone or
Jesse James. that stirs our imaginations
mod makes our Caoadisn amberparts
seem rather wimpy in comparison. The
Am&am, when it comes to organized
violence, will always produce the bigger
pile of skulls and thus inflame the
imagination of Hollywood in a way no
Canadian outlaw can hope to do.
In King of the Mob James Dubro and
Robin Rowland do not fall into the trap
of portraying Peni as a Canadian-content
rival to Capone. Instead, tbmugh impressive research, they demonstrate how
Canada’s bizarre prohibition laws
pamdoxically made mobsters and the
I&c, we&g * perfect
the growth of Perri’s operations.
Ultimately, Pcxi became the undisputed
head of organized crime in the NiagaraBuffalo region, and established Hamilton
as the mob capital of Canada.
Yet what made Perri unique was his
choice of common-law wives. Defying the

Cage. by George McWhbter, Oberon
Press, 216 pages, 529.95 cloth’(ISBN 0
88750 659 3) and E14.95 paper (ISBN 0
88750 660 7).
CARRAGHER. a Canadian priest
posted to Mexico, establishes a bird-cage
factory in the economically depressed
town of Tetclcingo. The choice of cages
BEN

is not accidental, for Carragher is
fascinated with images of incarceration.
a reflection of the extent to which he is
limited and confined by his obsession with
his origins, hi illegitimacy, the mystery
ties that kind him to a f;liher he
in;vhieh the prisoner sickens and dies,

in actuality he is captive to a personal
mythology that acts as a distorting lens
through which all perception is tiltwed.
When his parishioners lock bim in the
church to prevent his departure, Carragher undergoes a spiritual crisis.
Unfortunately. George McWhirter fails
to make this priest convincing or interesting. The Mexican villagers are full
of life, their conversation pungent and
droll, except when they enler into the
inner world of the Father and become as

wooden as he. The heavy-handedness of
delineation of Carragher also
characterizes the elaborate structuring of
events to mirror his preoccupations, as
well as the endless use of symbols and
imagery to chart his spiritual travail. This
material is laboured and overwrought.
The lively and entertaining elements of
the novel succeed despite the dreariness
of the central theme.
The young girl nursing the priest during
hi nervous collapse become pregnant,
apparently a case of immaculate conceplion. Carragher refuses to believe that he
is the unwitting agent of this miracle,
which seems a mockery of his fantarics
about hir own conceplion. At the very last
moment, during a baptismal plunge into
the gorge, he accepts the divine nature of
the event and looks forward to the birth
of the child. He is fired from the sin of
attunpting to be his own creator. This is
too little too late for the reader, however,
who has spent what seems a” eternity
closeted with this man’s id&fun.

Rue du Bnc. by Tony Foster, hfethuen,
296 pages, 524.95 cloth (ISBN 0 458
99860 5).

1~ RECENT YEARS Tony Foster has made
quite a name for himself in Canadian
publishing. His Mcering of Genemlswas
an unexpected critical success. While his
new thriller, Rue du Sac, won’t push
Forsyth or Follett off the airport book
racks, it shows that he has lamed a trick
or two about his craft.
Rue du Bat is a textbook thriller, and
our heads spin with complicated, if forced
subplots. International intrigue, with the
usual dire consequences for world
security, abounds: a tragic, but shrewd
old Parisian homicide investigator
searches for the solution to puzzling
murders; scandal wafts through the
French government; flashbacks carry us
back to rhe world wars; and two innocents, one a Montreal businewnan with
FL.Q friends. the other a young woma”
soon to iind out some shocking news
about her family tree. fall in love as they
are chased across Paris and France.
The cause of all the fuss is revealed:

portraits in a Rue du Bat shop have

brought into the open some unsavowy
events that must be covered up. The
revelation may not be strong enough to
carry the weight of the novel. but il does
pull it together.
Rue du Bat is inventive and carefully
constructed. and once in a while the
action clicks in that magical way a firstrate thriller must. The last third of the
novel reassures us of Foster’s talents,
enough to keep us interested in what he
will give us next.
- ax. ADAh,S

Wars ~ilhout End: A Personal Adventure, by Eric Downto”, Stoddart. 368
paw, S24.95 cloth (ISBN 07737 XI91 X).
IF T”HERE \“ERE a rule that no one could
publish memoirs less cvcntful than Eric
Downton’s, the autobiography business
would go into a sharp decline. Hardly a
household name among most of his
fellow Canadians. the Vancouver Sun’s
former foreign editor @e retired ln 1982)
was a” eyewitness to most of the wars and
kindred tragedies of our time. The Dui@
R’or& sent the 2O-year-old Gttawa
youth to cover the Spanish civil War, but
it wu Reuters, the powerful British news
agency. that sent him most of the rest of
the say from Shmighal in 1940 to Beirut
in the 1970s.
Eric Downton floated on a manure
barge with Chinese communists, rode
with General George Patton, and flew
over Germany with the RAF. He was in
Jerusalem for the birth of Israel, I” Seoul
when the Chincsc arrived in 1951, and in
EllzabethvilIe when Patrice Lumumba
declared war on Katanga. He trudged
through Indochina with the French
Foreign Legion and came back when
Amcrlcans had helped create the Vietnam
War. From Aden to Zwcibruckc”, Eric
Downton was there to see the shooting
and. sooner or later, to be shot at.
The result is a fart-paced hlstmy of our
violent times, full of famous names,
wisdom before the went and enough
excitement to entertain the stay-at-home
citizens of our peaceable kisdom. Eric
Downton is no philosopher, but it is hard
to argue with his thenm: give” human
nature, war correspondents will never be
out of work.
- D~cmLl t.%oam
The Ner: Mm”l”gslde Papers, by Peter
Gzowki, McClelland & Stewart, 432
pages, $16.95paper(ISBNO77103745 7).
IhtxtNE THIS. A restaurant critic visits
his grandmother for Sunday dinner. In
Monday’s paper he publishes a review in
which hc points out that the old lady overcooks her roast. undercooks her spuds,
and gets her soup out of a can. Would
tlds be fair?
In mme ways. r&wing Peter
Gzwski’s New Morningside Papers is a
bit like that. For one thing, to the
numberless CBC listeners who, like me,
think he’s the best radio interviewer on
the planet, Peter is just like family. We
never evplaln him to our friends. We say.
“I heard it on GmwskI” as we might say,
“Aunt Edna told me.”
For another thing, The New Morningside Papers is to literature as minute steak
ls to lmte cuisine. But that’s OK. This

book isn’t meant to be literature. It’s
really a mncnmnic device, a wllcction of
essays ranging from the short to the
wtmnnzlyshort, culled largely fmm letters
written to (and read on) CBC’s Morning
side. Its real purpose is to recall
Growski’s toast-and-honey voice. to remind you of all those wonderful people
you’ve heard from on the show, the sort
of people who live thousands of miles
fmm the nearest elcctrlc liihtbulb, the
sort who come on the air to tell about
their most mcnmrable pair of socks.

The cyc, howcvcr. ls a less forgiving
organ than the ear. My guess is that a lo1
of these piccm made terrific radio. Far
too many of them make less than terrific
reading. Quite a few arc just too short.
Too m& arc by writers who, however
simply don’t have the craft to make the
rcadcr care. Sometimes the editor is
insufficiently ruthless: he prints, for
instance, 16 letters on the 0righ1 of the
Great Canadian Keep-Your-Fork Joke.
There’s simply too much here: too
many voices, topics, moods, a vast surfaa with almost no depth. Longer works
from fewer contributors would, I think,
have made this a better read; but then it
wouldn’t have bee” such a hot listen.
There arc also. along the way, some
splendid little pieces, ranging from
Timothy Findley’s moving elegy for
Margaret Laurence 1.0 Art Hister’s
delightful autobiodoggerel. Taken
to.wther. I don’t think they add UD to a
x&y goid book. I also don’t think that
will SOD many Mornirwide listeners from
buyinpit. W&Id you &it eating at your
‘grandmother’s on account of an undcr- OARY DRAPER
done potato?

mm*2 1
C a n a d a 1900-1945. by Robert
Bothwell. Ian Drummdnd. -and John
E”gllsh, Uniwrslty of Tomnto Pm&s, 427
pages. 527.50 clQth (ISBN 0 8020 5690 3).
ONE ~~JL.D gg hard pressed to point to
a more convincing argument for the notion of circular history than Cuncrdcr
1900-1945i, the authors’ follow-up to
GvzadaSinn 1945, published I” 1981. It
is perhaps their good fortune that many
genesis h theopening dccadcs of this century. Free trade? The Rcclprodty election
of 1911 pitted Ontario against the West.

Immigration? By terms of the 1906 Act,
“Immigrants were obliged to come by
direct continuous journey from thclr
homeland.” Evm the high cost of housing in the midst of a construction boom
Is a phenomenon that urbanites of the
1910s and the 1980s have in cmnmon.
However Bothwell et al. do not prcmote a “prcsentlst” view in this hook.
Depending largely on economic data and
political developments. they present a
synthetic portrait of the years in which
Canada became an independent urban
nation. The fall of Lamicr, the rise of
Mackenzie King, and the antics of pollticlans like Bible Bill Aberhart and Mitch
Hepburn arc duly noted. Feminism, prohibition, western settlement, the Deprmsion, and Canadian participation in the
wars receive treatment that is aeademitally sound and clearly witten.
In a 400~page book the authors devote
only 30 pages to culture. Though they
give adequate coverage to radio, the
CBC, and the NFB. literature gets only
passing attention and publishing next to
none. The Group of Sewn arc trotted
out. while sport is cnnfinccl to hockey.
The formation of the United Church the most important religious cvc”t in the
period - passes unmentioned.
I Canada 190&1945 is a flawed success.
Whcrc it ls stmng& it is well wittcn and
authoritative, but in framing their portrait
the professors reduce the margins.
- PErER D. IAMEs
Nm France 1701-1’144: A Supplement
to Europe, by Dale Miquelon,
McClelland &Stewart, 346 pages, $39.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7710 1533 X).
CANADlAN HlSrORlANS

have tended lately

to tame the fur-trading’habitant of New
France, portraying him as a sober peasant
rather than the carousingvoyagcur who
once splashed his way through Parkman’s
pages. The roistering image was based on
observation, such as that of the 18thcentury French missionary Charlcboix,
who commented that Canadian youth
contracted frmn the fur trade “a habitual
libertinism of which they UII~ never cornpletely rid dmnselws” while a” intendant
of the colony summed up the fur trade’s
attractions as “idleness, independence
and debauchery.” This view has been
revised by historians such as Louise
Dcchene and Sylvia van Kirk who suggcst, respectively, that 0”ly.a small pmpmtlon of French-Canadian men actually
went wst, and that even those who did
had incentives to enter into Indian forms
of marriage. relatively monoganmus rclationships that consolidated fur-trade
alliances with the bride’s family or tribe.
Dale Miquelon’s latest addition to the
Canadian Centenary Se&, New France

:..

1701-1744, weighs in on the side of the
fur trade as a malior liberating inflwnee
on French-Canadian society. He points
out tilat there were many more voyageurs
myriad governiuent restrictl~~s
large illegal trade (as many as onethird
of the furs were smuggled out via the
English settlement at Albany) gave every
incentive to elandestine activity. Miquelon
estimates that perhaps 25 per cent of the
male population of New Prance was involved in the trade: mostly unmarried
farm lads attracted, he believed, by the
prospect of sowing wild oats. While the
fur trade may have served as a safety
valve in an otherwise conservative and
hierarchIcal society, it also opened an
avenue to Canadian wealth in a colony
whose top officials and entrepreneurs
tended to be Prench rather than French
Canadian.
The book’s strength lies not in portraying this so&y (women and children
scarcely inhabit these pages) but its
analysis of Canadian development in the
context of shifting policies and economic
trends in the mother wuntry - an imhistorians have tended to neglect. We are
told that the colony’s troubled early
history unfolded in the eonteat of a long
French depression and we see its fortunes
rise with the growth of a Prench commereial empire after the depression lifted
smund 1720.
With the revival of Preach trade came
heightened Anglo-French rivalry. The
neverquitepmtitable colony was inwearingly valued as a strategic area, its FarFlung posts and Indian allies serving to
hem in the British colonists on the
seaboard and tie down large numbers of
British redcoats wvhUo Prance chalked up
victories in Europe and the Indies. A
pawn on thll grand chessboard, New
France merited little more than a glance
From Versailles when General Wolfe
knocked it fmm the game in 1759.
- JAN NOEL
The Russian Album, by Michael
Ignatieff. Viking (Penguin), illustrated,
191 pages, gX.95 cloth (ISBN 0 670
81057 6).
MNXAEL ~~b!~nERrs

paternal grandparents, Paul and Natasha, who are the
main protagonist&F 7% Russian Album.
both died just two years before his birth.
But both had produced idiosyncratic, unpublished memoirs. as well as five sons
who carried vivid, if sometimea eontmdictory, recoUeetions of their turbulent
childhoods into old age. They also bore
into wile a collection of family photographs and a few precious objects that
would be “vitaI emblems of continuity”

in their Canadian grandson’s own peripatetic childhood. Prom these legacies,
Michael Ignatieff has Fashioned a gracefully written saga that tells of his grandparents’ achievements (he was minister of
education under the doomed Nicholas II.
she a noblewoman of distinguished
lineage), as well as their diipossession and

exile.

As its title suggests, the book drew part
of its inspiration from the IgnatIeff family
album, and the authorm&s Frequent
references to specific baagas that seem to
crystallize otherwise inaccessible
moments, even describing how he
scrutinized some of them with a magnifying glass, as if searching for the clue
that might close the chasm between his
grandparents’ world and his own. Maddeningly, only a Few of these are
reproduced, badly, in the book. Although
Ignatieff maintains that the project was
not a “voyage of self-discovery” but
rather an attempt to “‘preserve memory”
for future generations, the opening and
closing chapters telling of his own ambivalence toward the claims of illustrious
ancestry and his dealings with his Father
and uncles - the last surviving generation to have lived thmugh the Revolution
- are in many ways more compelling
than the respectful, seamless narrative he
has created from the drama and chaos of
his ancestors’ lives.
- ANNE DMOON

The Northern Red Oak: Poems for and
About Milton Acorn. edited by James
Deahl, Untinlshed Monument Pram, 74
pages, $10.00 paper (ISBN 0 920976 35 2).
stNCE HIS Da.4m just over a year ago.
four books by or about’ Milton Acorn
have been published, all but one of them
through the efforts of James Deahl, a
frjend and disciple in Acorn’s last years.
We owe to Deahl the Aya Press reissue
of Acorn’s first three books (IShout Low
and Other Poems), a volume of poems
printed in book brm (The Uncollected
Acorn), and this slim festschrift of poems
written for or in memory of “The
People’s Poet.”
Deahl’s tirelessness arises out of
reverence. debts owed, and a genuine
admiration For Acorn’s work. Even those
- and they are legion - who were the

targets of the Island poet’s ill will, scorn,
and simple waviness while he was alive
are united in agreement that he wrote a
number of poems that m deservedly
among the canon. Deahl’s admiration is
a bit uncritical, it seems to me, at least
insofar as he inflates Acorn’s central role
in the various poetry seems of wbIeh he
was a part or an observer. Acorn did
always gather other poets around him,
but they were not always or even usually
the major poets: and to sketch Acorn’s
Vancouver years without mentioning the
equally (or more) important poets who
clustereS around T&h - whatever Acorn
himself felt about them (and much of
what he felt was unprintable) -distorts
Utemry history. Acorn has no need whatsoever of the half-truths of mythology,
to say nothing of a push toward
canonization.

The poems Deahl has collected here
vary a good deal, as such an anthology
is bound to. It is nice that some of them
are not memorials but wiously poems
chat Acorn particularly liked, or eoncemed with thhlgs that were bnportant to
him. A few are well-meaning but bad,
which is to say that the poet’s heart was
in the right place, but was not necessarily
connected with his or her pen:1 pa&ulaxly enjoyed Ralph Gustafson’s “The
Minotaur Comes to Montreal.” I don’t
agree with Deahl’s assertion that Acorn
was “the finest poet ever to write in
Canada,” but it is obvious from this mlkction that he moved and affected an
extraordinary number of people. Chris
Falers puts it wryly: “More Poems For
People is sttll/the only book I read often
enough/to hide my money in.”

Southeasterly, by Andrew Wreggitt,
Thistledown Press, 63 pages, 820.00 cloth
(ISBN 0 9ZC633 24 Z), 88.95 paper (TSBN
0 920633 25 0).
THERE ARE COMMDNLY raid to be two
sides to the psyche - the subjective and
the objective, or as they are also frequently called, the emotional and the
physical or the inner and the outer. But
no matter what labels get marched out,
they all describe a split that has haunted
mankind since it first clambered out of
the trees forgotten millennia ago.
I know of only three remedies for this
rupture: love, which is hard to learn;
religious eap&nee, which is dangerous
and rare; and poetry, which combll a
little of both; and, despite the torrent of
pubIicatlon.s spewing forth From the great
and small presses of thii country, is as
hard to Rod as either. But in its genuine
Form (no matter what form that takes)
poetry cures, however momentarily, the
split: it gives the exterior world such
I
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vivacity, the inner world such concrete
relevance, that it’s no longer possible to*
tell them apart.
Loolied at tiis way, Southwslerly, a
third collection by the young B.C. poet
Andrew Wreggitt, is heavily wei&ted on
the objective or factual side of things.
Much of his poetry is of the plaid-shirt
school: it treats of the usual loggers,
fshermen, and labourers who earn their
Living in the usual harsh places. Wreggitt
also has a passionate historical interest
which manifests itself in poems about
missionaries, early B.C. settlers, and
Indians. He writes quite we!! on al! these
subjects, with a convbxing muscularity
and r comprehensive eye. But much of
this war!: has a documentary feeI? a too
plodding dependence on the concrete
reality that !!a behind the \vor!c. One gets
a little starved for that sense of sodden
uplift, of objects made translucent by
paradox or sOme unexpected emotion.
Wreggitt’s most satisfying poems are
often his more pr!vate ones. In the simple
poem “K!ndl!“g,” the narrator lays a tire
vz!li!e his lover sleeps in a nearby tent. The
language proceeds quietly, almost
delicately, and with the final pafeet tine
is suddenly shot through (as the reader is
too) witi ihe presence of l&e. “The Man
Who Fe!! From Heaven,” perhaps
Wregg!tt’s best, looks at an ancient faore
of a man carved in a rock and ti!led with
rainwater. It ends:
His bo& ir wwrer, hk skin b rock
Someone hrrr tql a penny
fallen thmugh his hart

The poem does what the penny does
and for an instant one is not simply
reading good writi- - which after al!
is available in novels and the better
magazi”e3 - but to”ching that lost wodd
which is poetry’s special and only providence.
-JOHN BaMROsE
lbfam Business: The Creation of Shawn
O’SalUvan. by Stephen Brunt, Viking
(Penguin), iUustmted, 271 pages, $22.95
cloth (ISBN 0 670 81679 5).

the soft-spoken.
&a”-cot lad who pummels opponents in
the ring and mugs boyishly in those
restaurant commeRia!s - is a Canadian
“hero.” Wh!le his career has faltered and
may fizzle, !I!! success as a celebrity
endures. But Globe and Mail reporter
Stephen Brunt paints no haloes in Mean
Business. It is instead a coo!, intel!ige.nt
d!ssection of tie career and marketiing of
Shawn O’SuUivan.
Brunt gives a sensitive portrait of the
“boy from Leas!de,” and depicts with
brilty realism the Cabbaaetown Kid’s
&a!; as an amateur and Ohpie boxer.
Mean Bucines catches the excitemmt of
SHAWN C~ULL.~VAN -
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the early days, but probes the dark side
of this violent sport, its promotion and
its viscera! popularity.
In turning pro after his Olympic silver
medal in !984,0’S”!!ivan became a coinmodity, carefully packaged for a Canadian audience and for entry into the U.S.
market. where the bii bucks could be
made. To be sore. O’SoUivan and his

special King Leary night at the Tomnto
Gardens. AU this excitement triggers
Percy’s menlory of the past, especially of
two former cronies, Clay Clinton and
Manny Ozikean - the one a smoothtalking patrician in the Corm Smythe
mould who made his mark as a hockey
builder, the other Leary’s c!def rival who
died young. ravaged by alcohol. With

boxing. But the market%gof O’Sullivan
was not without complicity in the seamy
side of the business. Behind the strategy
was a simple premise: in a still implidtly
racist sport, a clean-cut. white boxer
could become the darling of an affluent,
white audience - a lodestone for tight
promoters, network moguls, and ad
agencies.
-The critical pexspective &es a crisp and
compelling ifititigence to Mean Business,
and it deserves to endure as a penetrating
commentary on professional sport long
after O’Sullivan has fought his last.
- B.K. ADAhlS

King Lemy

kating
By

Douglas Malcolm

King Lenry, by Paul Quarrington.
Doubleday, 288 pages, $21.95 cloth
(-ISBN 0 385 2.5138 a).
IT’S DE

RIG”E”R these days for hockey
players, whether of Wayne Gretrky’s
ca!ibn or mere journeymen like Tiger
Williams, to pllblih their ghosted aotobiographies. These tomes follow a predictable patIer” that begins with playing
shinny on an arcbetypa! frozen pond and
ends with glory at the Stanley Cop.
Usually they are plodding affairs that
only the most fervent fan could enjoy.
Even Ken Dryden’s acclaimed The Game
reeks of earnestness. Paul Qoarrington
protides mu&-needed relief fmm this
dreary tradition in his new novel, King

fo!lo& P&y
Ottawa’s fmzen canal, attends a bizarre
reform school run by hockey-mad monks,
takes part in the attack on Vimy Ridge
and, of course, plays superb hockey.
His memory churning. by the time
Lew arrives in Toronto - with a male
nurse and his room-mate, Edmund
“Blue” Hermann. in tow-his hvo dead
friends have begun to appear in the fl&,
remindiilg him of ewus he would sooner
forget. In keep!“g with the title’s Shake
spearean take-off, Quanington piles up
the evidence against his mcky hero. It’s
not just coincidence that his wife Chloe
becomes an invalid, that his sons fail to
live up to his orpectations. that his friends
sink into slcoholism while Leary remains
hearty we!! into old age. As past and present merge, King Leery !urc!xs toward a
macabre conclusion that sees Leary try!“g to atone for the sins of a lifetime.
L-eary Iells his story in a breezy, folksy,
engaging manna, even when he crows
about bis prowess on the ice. Included ax
his colourful observations on incontinence in the elderly (“Unless you know
exact!y what God’s got in store for you,
don’t laugh”); on why people pay to
watch Toronto play hockey (“for the
same reason that some people \vat&
automobile races, the possibility of a
great catastrophe”); on a man so old that
“if hi Life flashed in front of his eyes
there’d have to be an intermission”; &d
on Toronto during the First World War
fit “looked as if it had been desianed and

L&y, is a nbt-tio-sobtle
clue to his resemblance to the late King
Clancy. The fictional Leary played and

Qua&ton’s invention of the K!“g
s!r@e-handedlv sustabx the story thmunh
thin patches 1 though Leary’s-effervwcent personality occasionally pulls the
novel off the course Quarrington has set
for it-and his quasi-my&a! rendering
of hockey should appeal to most fans.
Leary describes such techniques as “the
St. Louis Wtirlygig,” whifh he used to
bedaule his opponents, as though he

was Clancy) is Irish and feisty&hell.
the now! opens he is living in a nursing
home in South Grouse, Ont., where he
is appmadred by a Tomnto ad man who.
having dixwemd that Leary’s only tipple
is ginger ale, offers him $10,000 to do a
TV commercial with the latest hockey
sensation, Wayne - oops! - Duane
KiUebrew. As a bonus. he arranges for a

Despite an und&tone%f incongruous
darliness, Kbtg Levy is unflaggingly
entertaining and for this achievement
alone a welcome addition to the literature
of Canada’s most beloved sport. Future
writers of hockey autobiographies would
be weU advised to read it. Perhaps as a
public gesture its publishers should
donate a few copies to the NHL. 0

Leary.

The nickname of Quarrington’s
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nifred Davis and Ebonie Rowe comes
annotated with the postscript in brackti

“written at age 15.” Apology? Or girl
wonders?

by

Francis X. A&ton

Sy Ray Flflp
Other Voices Writlugs by Blacks In

Canada, edited by Lorris Elliott,
Williims-Wallace, 188 pager, $19.95
cloth QSBN 0 88793 048 3) and 39.93
paper (ISBN 0 88795 038 8).
EUROF%AN L.-TURE has benefited
from black writers such as Aesop,
Posbkin. and Dunas. American culture

A
”

iovi?gyJWonah&-d account
of [tie auchor3] parents’ e@
years in England and their
ewntuai imm@t%3n to CGna&
in the even@dyeam between
l&39 and 1909. ThLs 13 s&yteUitg of the kind that leaves
the reader avidfor another
ins&dlmenr &hti & a wum
and &&qh@se~ &humow,
andakeen~fortheenkmig~
ridiculous. “-Toronto Star
“/

6 x 9.252

pages, $21.95 cloth

available atyour bookston?
or from

Hughes,- Gwendolyn Brooks, ilice
Walker, Marge P&y, or Imamu Amiri
Bar&a (Lemi Jones). But Canadian
blacks, likeCanadian whites, stilldo not
know if they are coming or going with
their identity probhs. Ofher Voice%
Wtitim by Black in Camda, edited by
Lorris Bllfott, is a mSec!ion of poetry,
prose, and drama without any direction
beyond had iostinct.
The very word “other” io the title is
a dfm bulb in regard to visible minorities.
It cues the reader (black, white. or othw)
to expect stewowes. T+t is exactly what
follows. “Niier,” “Fight;’ “pain.”
“p&on,” “eB”se,.’ Urage,” ‘LteBTs’.:
the language falls predictably flat though the suffering motivating the outpouring is very real. A few eotries break
through the barrier of boredom to move
a heart and mind willing ‘to open this
aothology, which could have been ao
important book.
Diicowing new authors saves the
volume fmm being another booboo job.
“Market in the Tropics,” by Theresa
Lewis, evokes the sounds, smells, and
spirit of the place: “Mangoes/
Tamarinds/home-made baskets with
locks fdted/wild meat on hooks/herbs
and peppers exhibiled/Stalls of watercress
- /darkest greur/Bananas/eggs and

o&roes - /largest ever seen . . . and
fish/fresh from the sea/The smell of
spices/mlngIe/with hot raisin bread/
inceose/aod camphor/for dressing the

dead.”
“The Profde of Africa,” by Maxine
biactiessi L’bmwo black tan coifee
coffee cream ebony/beautiful, strong,
exotic in profde/tlowerblg lips/silhouette
obsidian planes, cioves, structure/like a
many-shaded mosaic/ we wear our skin
like a flag/we share our c~loor like a
blanket . . . /my face/my skin/the dark
flash of eye/the profile of Africa.”
A good aoet such as Geor~~e Elliott
Cl& is hemcaned by emL&assing
publication acknowledgements after each
of his five poems. And even more
amateurish than that, a poem by Win-

Beulah Bland is as bland as a meetinr!

card: 6’. . . And the nicest s&d o?

all/That of a baby’s cry in the hall/This
sorely makes a joyful street/A place
where heats should meet and greet.”

The prose doesn’t get any better. Here
is an excerpt from.Bnid D’Oyley’s short
story “Imprimstur-Imprint,” about a
black woman who falls in love with a
white man:
“Marriage,” she heard him say be.
ween kisses, “ha bourgeois Instilution.
Not For us; you knew that. of co~rse..~
“Ohl” Her heart cringed at the hurt,
for so she considmd it to be. undoubtedly reinforced by the sbadu OF all tbo.%
who tbmugh the ages bad been bedded,
but never wed. To share his bed, but
nwer bIs name: that right resewed only
For his . . kind.”

8
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A black Harlequin mmance?
Ybe Plymouth,” by Ernest0 Cuevas.
is an endearing exhaust-pipe dream. An
upwardly mobile fellow by the name of

Morris fantasizes about owning a Mark
IX Jaguar. His wishful thinking eventually settles for a Plymouth, which nms
on in his empty reveries as ao onobtainable status symbol.
Lorris Blliott upholds the traditional
editorial bias of over-represeotiog his

. work - one whole play and the final act

of another, which take up 21 pages. “The
Trial of Marie-Joseph Angelique.IN~
and Slave” is a potentially powerful story
about a femaleslavee.xecutedin 1734for
burning the town of Montreal after beIog
jilted by her white lover, Claude. In

Elliott’s professorial ha&, MarieJoseph
AogeliqGe dies a seccnd death. NO slave
ever talked this way:
Lc Code N&r, indeed . . . the law by
wbtt the privilege to. own slaves was
preserved For the moneyed man . . . the

Isw which sealed our fate Forever. . for

if a w-called Fuglllve slave should stay
away a month after his crcape, his ears
were cut off and aflcur de .!w branded
on his shouida. . . after two mOnthr,
should he not mum, another/lcurdelyr
upon bIs orher shoulder and the tendons
of his kneu were c”, but should be,
tasting OF his God-given Inedom. refuse
to give himself up any longer. he would
he condemned to death. This. man omie
Mu&, is the lilwrc de choir that I
enjoyed au dia=/wfdhe s&/e in the
e&htemth ecntury in Montreal, Quebec,
NW France. . here in Canada.

ItisaerimetbatFredWard,one.ofthe
most inventive playwrights, novelists,
musicians. and poets in North America,
is allotted a scant tive pages to deliver his
gentle jive. Major voices such as Austin
Clarke, Neil Biioondath, HaroldHead,

Mohamod Togae. and the legendary
Harold Sonny Ladoo are fompletely

‘.

excluded. Tribal justice?
The reader is given half a loaf. Enough
to make you want to put on Paul Simon’s
Graceland album for a taste of equality
in excellence and harmony Instead of
self-oitv.
Olher Voim fomu a yaw”. 0

Ey Jennifer S.H. Brown
The Rlurtnled HIstory of Canada.
edited by Craig Brown, L&r & Orpen
Dennys. 514 pages, $39.95 cloth (ISBN
0 68619 147 5).
THIS 800~ HELPS to refute the idea that
scholarly historians are unwilling or
unable to write popular history. If
publishers, book stores, and @wmably)
university employers afford the requisite
encouragenxnt and support, historians
gladly take up the challenge to synthesize
the results of their research and teaching
in forms that are attractive and widely
accessible.
The cooperative energy and e”terprire
that this volume represents are impressive. General editor Craig Brow” and pict”re editor Robert Stacey have wllaberated with six chapter authors t o
integrate a wealth of diverse materials
into a largely harmonious whole. Arthur
Ray’s far-reaching chapter. “When no
Worlds Met,” on early native history and
the fur trade, leads into Christopher
M~ore's surw.y of New France and its
rivals. 1600-1760. Graeme Wynne takes
up the story in “0” the Margins of
Empire (176~l&IO),” followed by Peter
Waite on the “Challeoges of a Ccntblental Destiny (1840-1900).” Finally,
Ramsay Cook and Desmond Morton
bring us to the present with chapters on
the periods from 1900 to 1945 and from
1945 to 1981.
This book for the most part escapes the
usual pitfalls of national histories:
etbnocentricism and a present-oriented
mythologizing of progress, extolling the
great virtues, acts. and individuals
(usually me”) who have led w to our
place in the sun. It conveys much of fhe
spirit and content of current historical
that “mainstream" Canadii history in-

creasingly recognizes the breadth, depth,
and eddying complexities of its currents
and acknowledges the multifariou
The mainstream now reaches to the
backwatas and marsha to which women,
native people. and other invisibles have

usually been consigned. Even if still
sub”ze@ng than in its own purpom and
interests, its narrative flow gains from
them new a”d vivid tatLureS and colorations. At their best, parts of tbii book
lhltil Craig Brown’s promise to present
“familiar themes . . . freshly observed,
newly minted.”
Occasionally, however, a nar~wer
vision imposes itself. The foreword lapses
alittleeadlyintorhetoric about Canadian
virtues. while Americans sometimes
become unintelligible threats or a lesser
breed without the law. Brown explains
how Canada after 1840 sought exp~sto”
westward, “aiming to control the Hudson’s Bay territory before Anmicaps got
’ traders
it.” Peter Waite brands Antenwn
on tbe “es&m plains as the source of
rotg”t whisky that debauched the Indii,
while Canadians are credited with peace:
“We put the law and law enforcement in
first, and the settlers afterward.”
Geography and Indians, eve” before Confederation, stop at the border (“The
plains reach fmm the United States
border to the Mackenzie. Rivt~ delta”),
and the map on page 24 eontines native
language fzmdlia (miscalled languages)
within modern national boundaries
although outlining their distribution at the
time of early European contact.
Another pitfall in a book such as this
is the temptation to package history in a
more neat and tidy (and uncontroversial)
package than it deserves. Some of the
authors make reference to d&a&s and
conflicting interpretations that lurk
bebind their prose, but too often the lay
reader is left unaware that seemingly unquestioned conclusions, and eve” some
“facts,” are matters for lively disputation. We may argue about whether “the
fur trade ultimste.ly defined the boundaries of the nation” or whether, after
1947, “Canada’s prosperity now
depended utterly on the United States.”
Divergent statements o” Indian population sire need attention: Ray gives a flgore
of some 300,000 at early con&i, while
Waite ~tbnates “perhaps under 300,000”
in 1840, after several generations of
epidemics. Neither notes the challenges
we still face in trying to trace native
population changes and their
implications.
0” the whole, Indians, women, and
others who suffered neglect in older
general histories fare moderately well in
this one. Canadians of Indian-European
descent fare poorly. however. Intcrmarriage is overlooked in Moore’s dismssion
of the peopling of New France though
noted in his description of the Great
Laker f”r trade. Waite’s characterizations
of the 1870s communities west of Lake
Superior as “volatile and primitive” and
of the Riel risings as “anned blackmail”
do “ot make the M&is intell@ble; nor do

ii.rning folly, going bald;
sexual relationships,
computers, fishing.. .
ShotI, riotously funny
pieces by the
popular CBC host of
Basic Black.
$19.95 cloti
in bookstores now

WINNIE ILLE PU .
Latin version of A.A. Milne’s
‘innie the Pooh
anslated by Alexander Lmard
usuated by EH. Shephard
tw in paperback
h x 7%. 160 pages, only $9.95

they reflect current understandings. And
after 1885 the M&is disappear completely
from this book, despite their recently
heightened profile in historical scholarship, politics, and culture.
Their absence (and some other missed
opportunities) raises a question: is it
significsnt that the book’s seven wllaborators are all mhn writing from
Toronto, Halifax, and Vancouver7 I
believe it is. Their relative neglect of the
M&is would be unlikely in prairiebased
writers. Farther, the inclusion of a
feminist historian in their ranks would
have shifted the course of the mainstream, stirring iuterpretive depths more
than do the gentle ripples of these
authors’ wod intentions.
The boik is handsomely produced and
edited. Most of the illustrations enhance
the text, and some are magnificent.
Many. however. are too small. The worst
offenders are c&sin maw reproduced in
dense and largely unreadable detail. One
egregious double standard gravely limits
the book’s utility. Although all its pittorial materials are carefully attributed,
footnotes, bibliography, or other modu
of documenting the text are entirely
lacking. The authors quote vividly from
and unpublished, but readers a;;: on their
own if they wish to pursue these sources
or test their interpretations.
AU in all, this volume is worth having.
But it could have been better. 0
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By Petrick Morley
One Woman’s War: A Canadian
Reporterwith IheFreeFmmh, by Gladys
Arnold, James Lorimer, 222 pages,
$24.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88862 875 7).
THIS EYE~~NE.YS report is so vivid, so
utterly human, that one puts down the
book with the feeling of having hem
there: in the ravaged villages of France,
in the spring of 194% in London just after
the blitz; on a freighter jammed with
refugees; in wartime Quebec while the
debate between the supporters of the
Vichy governmentaadGeneraIdeGauUe
wed.
Gladys Amold grew up in Saskat~~_~

- ~~~~~

hder-Pmt. She headed for Europi in
l935, lured by political curiosity: “Living
through the drought and unemployment
of the Deprc~sion in Ssskatchewao, thaw
of us in our twenties passionately debated
the pros and coos of socialism, communism, fascism and democracy,
searching for answers to why more than

a million Canadians could not fiid a
job. . . In Europe surely we would fd
some answers.”
Once there. she talked - or rather
wrote - her way into becoming the Paris
correspondent for Canadian Press by
sending them articles for three months,
unsolicited and unpaid, followed by a
polite ultimatum. Her credentials as a
journalist became an effective pass into
an endless variety of dramatic situations.
Her intelligent curiosity and skill with
words did the rest.
Her exposure to the human costs of
war left her. she writes, forever changed.
Tbc wrperienccs opened For her readers
may have similar effects. She writes from
two points in time, with both the immediacy of an actaal witness (using contqporary journals) and with the reflection
that is possible 40 years later. Thoughts
of a third and even more horrible world
war surface occasionally like muffled
drumbeats.
unlike most mztaty bistoriaas, Arnold
writes largely of the civilian battlefield.
Living and working in Paris in the titer
of 19394, she was the only Canadian
reporter to experience the Gemma invasion’that spring. Strategists, expecting to
fght the First World War over agabt,
were depending on the Maginot Ljne to
defend France. They were not prepared
for “the liihpdng of mechanized warfare” nor for the brilliant bat brutal Getman strategy of uprooting masses of
civilians ahead of the advancing forces.
With two other women. Amold set out
by car for Bordeaux, the emergency site
of the French government, on June 12,
1940. They found themselves part of a
mass of refugees: “An endless river of
people on foot, in carts. wagons and w
animals and bicycles so tightly packed
across the mad and sidewalks that no one
could move more than a step or two at
a time.” For five days they slept in the
car or in doorways. One unforgettable
break in the misery was a strawbeny
festival, where villagers heaped tons of
weet bounty on trestle tables, urging
refugees to eat the fruit and carry it away.
The Germans were not going to have it:
After working in England and meeting
with General Charles de Gaulle, Arnold
was assigned by CP. to report on a
shipload of British children being sent to
Canada for the duration. In Ottawa she
wmte feature stories on the Canadian war
effort, and was in constant demand as a
speaker on war-tom France.
Her sympathies for the Free French
soon led her into full-time work with the
Free French Information Service in
Canada, based in Ottawa. She had
expected the enthusiastic sympathy and
support of Quebecken, and was upset to
discovex that many were antagonistic. The
Vichy regime was cleverly posing as coo-

setvative and religious. They even suggested that the occupation was divine
punishment on a” anti-cl&&France.
Added to this was the antipathy felt by
many French Canadians towards Britain.
One of the highlights of the Quebec
saga is the story of the capture of the
islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon from
the Vichy regime. The United States,
thmttgh a” arrangenxnt of which Canada
had not even been infornted, supported
the puppet government in these islands.
With a submarine and sevcrtd co~ettis,
members of tbe Free French tookwu the
islands and held a referendum. Popular
support was 98 per cent in favour of the
Resistance forces.
Arnold’s sympathetic account of wartime Fra”ce, England. and Canada gives
us a deep insight into some of the
estremes of human experience. She writes
vzith intensity, humour. and a strong
sense of humanisticvalues. One Worn&s
R’ar is compelling writing, one of those
rate books that extend the boundaries for
those of us who live auieta lives. El

Ey WA New
More Stories by Canadian Women,
edited by Rosentary Sullivan, Oxford, I97
paw. $14.95 paper (ISBN 0 19 54036 2).
THIS IS A sequel to Rosemary Sullivan’s
1983 anthology. Stories by Canadian
Women, which was both a history and a
survey. It contained some contemporary
writers (Mavis Gallant, Margaret
Atwood. Mar&Claire Blais, for example), but also attempted to look at contemporary writers through the several
filters of earlier prose stylists (Ethel
Wilson, Sara Jeannette Duncan, Susie
Frances Harrison) -and vice versa. One
of the great achievements of the 1983
book was its recognition of alternative
traditions in Canadian writing: those
which crossed barriers of region and
language (like the new book, it included
translations from French) and revealed
the cumulative heritage of gender. It also
touched on ways in which the subjects,
langttage. and form of stories by women
challenged (implicitly - and sontetirtws
e!!plicitly) many social and literary conventions. But one of the things the earli
anthology could not do. for reasons of
spxx, was demonstrate the depth and
range of contemporary practice. To reetify this situation is the aim of Sullivan’s
new book.
Ibfore Slories by Canadian Women

.- - ._.. ..- :_.. ,,... ~
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assembles 17 stories by 17 eontemporary
writers (alphabetically arranged. from
Claudette Charbonneatt-Tlssot to Adele
Wiseman) who were not represented
earlier. Still there are omissions one
regrets - Veronica Ross, for one, D&i&e
Szucsany for another - and to leave out
Mavia Gallant, Audrey Thomas, Alice
Munm. and Madeleine Ferron mates a
formidable absence. But the wirers who
have been selected for inclusion repay
reading. As with Sullivan’s earlier
volume. this is a book to absorb rather
than to tush through. The stories work
their separate revelations: but as Sullivan
has arranged thrm, they also design a
rhetoric of another order: one concemed
with the character of loss and denial and
the powet of speech to express and
counteract experie”ce.
Predominantly, these are “realistic”
stories. They contrive to portray empirical
events, but through tbelr stylistic techniques they reveal how experience
translates differently to separate people.
(In some ways, Alice Mutuo ls everywhere in this collection, a voice behind
these several voices.) It is this sense of
separation that is so strongly stressed.
Loss, absence, a false passivity, rest+
tion, divorce, negation. death: these are
the reiterated motifs. Love is a hazardous
occupation here; marriage is almost
always sewt in terms of possession; the
desire for passion figures as a desire for
violence; children are a burden. sometimes to be given away. But as Robyn
Sarah’s “The Pond, Phase One” makes
clear, the kin& of conversation or cornmunication that establish connections
between women are different from those
that link me” with each other. And connection is, after all, pQSSible.
At least, this is the anthology’s implich
argument. While the most obvious
arrangement of the stories is alphabetid,
the juxtapositions, contrasts, and
sequences &sign another arrangentent,
one with an over-arching narrative. The
book opens with several stories about the
kinds of. pressures that enclose the self,
mainly of the pressures instructed by
“ten; Charbonneau-Tissot’s “The Hot
House” provides one metaphor, the
“butterfly board” on which a mental
patient feels pinned in a story by Margaret
Gibson provides anotltbr. The woman in
Phyllis Gotlieb’s science fiction fantasy
“A Grain of Manhood” feels at first that
she is “lying formless,” aware only of a
white circle of pain “like a wedding
ring.”
By this point in the anthology, the
reader is aware of the linking that the
anthology is establishing, th& conju”ctions between women, writers. experiences. The succeeding story, Kathe&
Govier’s excellent “Responding to Pain”
(about the kinds of pressure that derive
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from friendship and whatever is considered rcsponsibillty), reiterates the
image from Gotlieb and the theme from
Gibson. Now endings become important.
While “The Hot House” bad ended with
“ncataluty, Beth Harvm’s “Our Lady of
All the Distauc.9 ends with’ “the beginning of something” - but this
@‘something” still involves, perhaps reithers. whom the world cell; loving)
because of the demands they inevitably
make.upon the self.
Janette Turner Hospital’s story about
a teacher-student relationship introduces
a new sequence: lsabel HuggaIt’S account
of the terrible predicament of a girl who
is blackmailed by sexuality aud naivetd
and misjudged by those who should trust
her, and Janice Kulyk Keefer’s artfully
phrased “‘Mrs. Putnam at the Plauetatium.” In tufn come storie.5 of other
pressures - of sex, race, money, and
power - by Bharati Mukherjee,
Madeleine,O”eUetteMlchalska, Monique
Proulx. Two of these are set in bars. Like
Charbouneau-Tissot,
OuelletteMichalska reworks the familiar
“dangerous stranger” ‘motif of Quebec
writing: in both casm here the strsnger is
of another race, male, and somewhat
stereotvnical.
In Mukherjec’s story of elegant
mocken and tawdtv intilelitv. race differenfes again figure as one c&c of the
mutual failure of respect; and in Helen
Weinzweig’s “Causation,” which
follows, it is a self-centred Huugarlan
fascist who is the grasping stranger that
away by truth. (The problem for her is
that this new version of truth still keeps
her trapped in someone else’s house.) The
tourist, the wsndericgstmuger, figurrs in
stories by Jane Urquhart and Carol
Shields also: in Shields’s wonderfully
evocative “Mrs. Tutner Cutting the
Grass,” an “ordinary” woman, in
solitary silent conversation with herself,
reviews the passions that have given her
life meaning, despite the disudssive
judgements that others (who shodd kaow
belter, and whom she does not know)
make of her.
Only Monique Proulx, here, is directly
writing about the telllug of stories. “I’ve
reached the epilogue,” her narrator says,
butshethenssks wherethe”realeudk#’
lies - “she’s exhausted from making up
stories for herself,” the narrator says of
her ostensible “character ” When the
stoty the” doses in dlchd (a light at the
end of the mad), readers are asked 10
recoflze artifwe for what it is: a cornmunication as illusory in life as in tilon.
Yet for Sarah aud Shields aud Adele
Wiscmau commuulcation remains possible, eve” if it seems at first to be

the anthology - closes with a family

laughing tog&er. It’s a small sign of connection (but a formidable one, placed
where it is), especially in a book that is
so singularly and stylishly concerned with
a hunger for something different. 0

By Bougk? Glower

Getting Married in Baffalo Jump, by
Susan Haley, Macmillan, 276 pages.
$19.95 doth (ISBN 0 7715 9903 Xl.
sowna WARD. the heroine of Susan

Haley’s Getting Married k B@Xo
is a hot-blooded kindergarten
teacher with a family wheat farm (one of
those huge Alberta affairs measured i”
“quarters”) and no one to run it. ,
Sophie’s hlredhand, the sexy but tackurn
Alexander Bresnyachuk, wants to run a
farm but doesn’t have one. So Alex proposes a marriage of convenience, setting
in motion a” off-beat mating dance.
Haley presents two lines of cuntllct.
The firs1 is a mmedy of manners: rumantic Sophie, anxious to fall in love, wants
to take Alex to bed, but Alex demurs,
preferring (along with his parents and her
muther) tu talk about property settlemeusaud pre-nuptial agreements. The
second is pure melodrama: Sophie
discovers Alex’s high-szhool love affair
with a” India” @I and hi$ lutense fiieudship with the girl’s violent, drunken, and
politically engugd brother. Th@ Indian
boy seems to hold the key to sn inner
sadness Sophie detects in bet fiand. She
tries to trace the Indian ouly to find that
he has hanged himself in a Montana jail
after beating a white wmua” to death.
The strength of Haley’s Rrst novel. A
Nest o/Singing Birds, was her ability to
take an 0rdlnBry situation @lniur lecturer
falling in love with a separated colleague)
and make it funny and touch@ (mostly
through manipulation of her channhxg
protagonist). By comparison, &Uing
Married in B@zlo Jump is forced and
awkward. The fact that the mysterious
Indian youth is dead means he never
actual~_.oppwrs in the novel. We only
learn about him through second-hand
reminiscences that fail to reveal ade
quately character and motivation (either
his or Alex’s). The central premise-that
a “modern” woman would settle for an
old-fashioned “arranged” marriage requires a major suspension of disb$ief.
It also requires that Sophie appear weak
and ineffectual, causing (es Henry Jemca
Jump,

John Barton
a poetic portrait of Emily Carr
ISBN 0 920806 20 2 pb $9.95 128 pages
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would say) a “leak” in the read;r’s
interest.
These structural deflclencies would be
enough to sink most novels. It is only
Haley’s polished and witty writing, the
surface texture of Getdng Married in B@&lo Jump. that keep this one afloat. 0

Life Begins at 65: The Not Bntimly
Candid Autobiography of (1 Drifter. by
Hans Blumenfeld, Hardest House. 326
pages, $24.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88772 034X).
I MET Hans Blumenfeld in the mid-1970s
when he was invited by then-regional
planning director Harry Lash to add his
v&dom to Lash’s SS-million metropolitan
plan for Greater Vancouver. My recollection of Blumenfeld is of a small, abrasively confident ma” with g heavy German accent who argued with everything
and everyone.
Unfortunately, I recall only the effortless way he raised the hackles of the planners he was there to advise. What he was
tellins them went right over my head. As
OIE~ of the pack of wild animals Lash
hired to work as community organizers,
1 was very much on the periphery of the
discussion and of the planning department - my job was to find out what kind
of city the public wanted, and Lash
astutely encouraged us to remain as ignorant as possible of the obscure jargon
urban planners talked in.
At that time, I sensed that I was missing
something profound, but it wasn’t until
1 read L@ Begins (II 65 that I seriously
begll to regret m)’ inattmtlon. I had been

planning department. Note that I use the
term worked with. Blumenfeld “ever
worked under anybody. He worked with
an astonishing range of this century’s
most talented urban designers, architects,
and planners, and in a wide variety of clrcumstances. including seven years in the
Soviet Union during the 1930s.
What he worked for is still more interesting, both forts content and for the
consistency with which Blumenfeld pursued it. He believed (and believes) that it
is possible to create human settlements
that are humane, efficient, and based o”
social cooperation. Unfortunately for all
of us, too many of today’s Intellectually
away such goals as Utopian; content
merely to engage their craft as a conservative form of internal diplomacy.
Yet one would be hard prerwd to argue
that Blumenfeld’s career was that of a
dreamer. He ls a lifelong socialist and a
technical pragmatist, and he argues
throughout, and particularly in his in-

!\!se ma”. Now Blumen~eld has published

iFban planner musiembr& both’thohore
ideals if humane and just cities are to be
achieved. Along the way he supplies
ample illustration as to why thii is so, particularlyin the chapters on Weimar Germany and the Soviet Union.
The book is a record of both his
political and professional activities between which he recognizes no difference. The caveat lodged in the subtitle that the book is not enthzly candid - is
therefore accurate enough. Not much is
revealed about his personal life beyond
a few cryptic notes on hi sexual relationships and one hilarious anecdote about a
short and ill-fated fling as a patient of
psychoanalyst Alfred Adler. the spiritual
grandfather of Scientology. EST. and a
lot of other self-help therapies.
Blumenfeld has more important fish lo
fry, and his recipes are rather more profound than the gossipy fare of most
autobiographies.
Some of the things he has to tell us
about planning and about our cltles are

lntoptobiogmphy that

off the

dmw”bxg both our urban ecosystems and

The rather silly title of this book ls the
least informative thing about it. Its
publication was partially funded by a
grant from the Canadian Institution of,
planners, and ConsequentIy the volume is
framed as if it were of intexat chiefly to
planners. In fact, the book, the
autobiography of a” extraordinary world
citizen, is of much wider interest than its
editors have recognized.
Blumenfeld’s long career (lx now is 95)
mainly didn’t begin at 65 - that’s
simply the age at which he arrived in
Canada to work with Murray V. Jones
in Metropolitan Toronto’s infant

drool. Personally 1 was disturbed by his
enthusiasm for the Soviet Union, particularly his explanation of the Ukraine
famine, which he witnessed at first hand
in 1932, w@hout acknowledging the administratively generated starvation that
historical records have now established
beyond dispute. But elsewhere in the
volume he ls always challenging and in
most i”stances startlingly articulate.
A drifter. however. he is not. In the
deepest sense, Hans Blumenfeld is a
world cl&en. managing to be at home alert to local conditions and of use wherever he lived. He knows where he’s

been, and he has some very tinn ideas
about where we’re going that are worth
liitenily to. If this ma” was drifting, then
God help the rest of his professlon. q

By Chrktopher Mloore
Dlclionary of Canadian Biography,

Volume VI: 182135, edited by Francess
G. HaJpenny, University of Toronto
Press, 960 pages, $65.00 cloth (ISBN 0
8020 3436 5).
START AT nia beginning of this volume
of the Dictfonuny of Canadian Biograp@
and the first character you meet is Rob+xt
Addison (“He had mat expectatlo”s for
Life in Upper Canada”). A Church of
England minister at Niagara-on-theLake,
Addison was a maladroit dabbler in both
land speculation and dire politics. It ls an
intriguing life but, barely a column into
his story. a cross-reference d&tracts yo”
to John Norton, born (in Scotland) to a
Scats mother and a Cherokee father.
Before dying at 60 (in Mexico), Norton
was army deserter, teacher, fur-trader,
interpreter, tribal spokesman, biblical
translator, decisive contributor to the
1812 victory at Queensto” Heights,
traveller, author. British army major, and
cuckold. All in all a remarkable figure,
but hisbiography bar s” tresistlble =reference to someo”e called Shalmye:wa:tha. a vigorous advocateof Sll
Nations land rights who almost brought
off a mass native drop-out fmm the midst
of the War of 1812.
I” three biographies, you have travelled
from Barchewr Chmnicles via James
Fenbnore Cooper to the con- of the
Berger I&port. and the volume has 416
lives left. When you meet the last entry,
the alcoholic Rev. John Young, it will
probably be through a cross-reference
from one of the scandalized Montreal
Pm&yt&ns who secured hls dismissaL
Every volume of the DCB is a window
on its rimes. There are few really great
“me.5 in Volume VI - the longest
biography seems to be Bishop Joseph
Plasis’s - but the lives covered here
nicely encapsulate a grmving Canadian
society in the early 19th century. The
geographic reach is from Newfoundland
to British Columbia to the Arctic, but
what is most striking ls the diversity of
lives and eareas that was possible by that
time. The wlour of the 18th century endures, as seigneurial aristocrats accommodate to the new reality of British mk!,

-

as old soldiers

‘.

retire to their bmd grsnts,
and as the la% ftw duels sre fought. But
af the same time. artisan’s sons beccme
doctors or e”trepre.“eurs, ethnic communities spmut, religicns blossom, tiny
iron foundries .and leaky canals are
opened, scientists botanize., and eve”
poets and sculptors find a niche. There
is a lively sprouting and ramifying fed to
the times, and the door Scats businessmen
who will dominate later 19th~century
volumes are just begbming 10 assert their
presence.
Of course there are treaI.me”ts of important historical issues, and they
immediately make this volume a” cssential reference on its period. The life of
Pierre-Slanislas B&lard has f tight summation of early Lower Cmadlan politics.
Henry Procter and Charles de Salabary
ilhuninale milimry command in the War
of ISlZ. ShawnadiIhit, Job” Peyto”, and
John Bland together provide a sensitive
account of the end of the Beothuck
people. For-trade commerce, Red River
colo”izing. Upper ca”adian social CO”tlict, and Maritbne religious fewours are
deiailed v&h equal care.
But. josr as ofte”, DC3 lives subvert
neat historical categories or statistical
grouping. The real diver&y here, as in
any DCB volume, is the testimony given

to the sheer variety of human exisrence..

the country’s largest ethnic group -and

What should we make of Phoebe
Amok& Hessian soldier’s daugJ”er, child
bride, separated single parent.
shopkeeper, and Ursulh~e mm? Or, jest
betore her. Lewis Amadeus Ansoach.
Geneva C&i& turned Church of
England missionary in Newfoundland.
Ampach’s biographer cita him aa the
island’s fusr historian. thouah elsewhere
in this volume John I&eves-is accorded
the same distinction. (With the
understaled humour that is its hallmark,
the DCB tds us that Reeves, a banister
of the Middle Temple in London,
“stepped out of the co”ve”tio”al life of
his profession” when he accepted a
judgeship in the Newfoundland of 1791.)
Aaain and aaai”. real lives ondemdne

who provided so many of the victims of
the 1830s cholera epidemics? (And it is
sad to see the DCB becoming dated
before it appears: Professor Akenson’s
1984 work on the Irish WBS clearly much
too late to influence either the editors or
the contributors.)

stereotypes.
To

-

its great credit, the LEE has always
tried to find room for more than merely
the famous and powerful. but in this
volume that effort seems haphazard.
There are wonderful studies of Upper
csnadian murderers and other aknin&,
which testify to diligent rexarch (mostly
bv R.L. Fraser1 in Ontario’s iudicial
&chives-but &re there no i”tereatiqg
aimi”& I” other colon&? C&d we not
have had a few examples of the emigrant
Irish, who in these years were bccondng

Wartsa”dall,theDCBre”Gn$tha
csntral w o r k in Canadian historical
writblg -the i”dispe”sabte referenca that
is also a pleasure .to read. IL brings out

the best and the worst of the Canadian
academic community. Under Lhd
ludicmus tipprehenslon thar the DC%
is a “mere” dictionary, useful only for
checking birth and death dates, many
Canadian universities will not coarider
contributions to it as serious scholarly
work. Young professon who devote
much time to DCB biographies may be
jeopardizing their advanceme”t. Yet in
the face of this (from the same people
who tell us that alI the problems of higher
education will be solved if we throw more
money af the”& the Dicdonwy of Canadian Biowapky manages to be a showcase
for the remarkable breadth and depth of
historical scholarship in Armada today.
One more volume and there will be a
complete run fmm 1000 AD. to 1890.
Bri”g on the 20th cenmry! 0

Two new novels seem so self-indulgent
that it is dlfflcult to tell the difference between
the writer and the pmtegoniet
.

By &mice Kdylr Keefer
with J.J. Steinfeld’s
Our Hem i” (he Cradle of Co”HE PROBLEM

federation (Pottersfield Press, 192
pages. $9.95 paper) is Our Hem the name by which the protagonist
is addressed throughout the book.
Presumably created as a” antithesis
to that literary limper of Prince
Edwud Island. Anne Shirley, Our
Hero actually comes to resemble
her in his engaging naivery (vi.+&
r-is his love for a” adorably exotic
actress) and in his general goodness, not
to mention magnanimity, toward the
down-and-outers with whom he shares a
rooming house in CharIotMoan.
Steinfeld has obviously had a lot of fun
creadng hir cart of eccentrics and derelicts
and using them to fIay the wxediily
hypocritical and philistine ethos of his
version of the Island, bul his novel fails
as high, or eve” middle-of-the-road
comedy: the tone of his narrative and the
confused natutz of his nanamr’s relationship fo the protagonist mar his text.
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While in some ways Our Hero is Stdnfeld’s antithesis - a” unpublished
novelist whose work-in-progress is that
uninterrupted panoply of fantacy and
wish-fulfilment which Steinfeld’s own
text deliberately denies him - in other
ways we are invited to take this protagonist as Seinfeki’s alter ego: a fiction
writer pursuing hii vocation against
monumental odds of isolation. alienation,
and provincialis”~. A dubious self-ioterest
or narcissism works its way into the
narrative. Our Hem must serve double
duty both as comic creation and as
no; s0 mu& rage as spleen against
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“Picture-perfecr Charlouetow” . . .
Tourist-aruaerion supreme.” Suinfeld,
unfortunately. is no Baud&ire. By the
end of the novel the narrator’s ironic auitude toward Our Hero and his sourly atrogsnt appraisal of his milieu give way to
a most unmnvincing endorsemar of said
hero’s will 10 “fighl back” and “dream.”
(His nexf opus. the narrator infomls us,
will be “a novel about hope.“)
Thii Iacbryn~ose ending, coupled with
the novel’s gramitous subplot - the inconclusive unmasking of a Nazi war
criminal - and its superlicisl treatment
of the disastrous marriages of Our Hem
and of his parents vitiate this text’s interest and authenticity. Sreinfeld is intellecrually ambitious enoogb to quote
from Schopenhauer, and Our Hem in the
Crcrdle of Coqfederation contains some
amusing scenes to do with moosetraps
and public libraries, bur aJI in all this
novel doesn’t live up to the provocativeness of &ha its title or its -.
I” some ways Gail ScoU’s Heroine
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(Coach House Press, 183 pages, 39.95
paper) is sn instructive counter to Our

L_-----AN AMERKAN CHILDHOOD

by Annie Dillard
A Puli!zer Prize-winning author
turns her penetrating gaze on her
own past, illuminating it with rare
compassion, undentanding and
vital@.
Xnnic DiUard has a straw and
rrvn&%imind and tie abili(y
tv speaR it with endwi&?gace..”
(New Yorker)

6!4 x 9%. 288 pages, $26.50 cloth

THE MELllNG POT
and other subversive stories
by Lynne Sharon Schwartz
Lynn Schwartz’s fiction has been

described aa

“prose of such fierce wta.cQ that her

Hero. Like Steinfeld’s protagonist,
Scott’s is a stnrgglhg novelfst whose own
heroine, “a sensitive, progressive
woman,” exists to correct the experiential fogies of her creetor and to reelbe her
project of “wanting to change the world
and have love too.” Heroine boasts an
even stronger narcissistic element than
Hero: not only is Gail Scott’s heroine
named Gail, in what seems a deliberate
flouting of the caveat against writernarrator identification, but also the narrative. being a sustained confession, is
delivered In the fbst oerson. The odds
against which Gail struggles are
significantly different fmm those braved
by Our Hem. however-she inhabits no
subprovincial capital but the metropolis
of Montreal, and indsed the best thing in
this novel is the way in which the splendours. miseries, end sheet animation of
the city pervade Scott’s narrative.
Gail’s hurdles are ereated by the
psychosesnal implications of her trensition from the ’70s to the ’80s. fmm
Marxism to feminism, and from actively
wlitical to overtlv twtktic Io~&ies. Yet

io an unfortunate degree, Ho&e is not
so much Bildunnsmman as B decadeafter
Love Sroty.Gs$ an anglophone tefbgee
from (he prissy horrors of life in Lively,
Ont., loves Jon, a glamorously European
political radical. Jon, however, loves not
only Gail but also the Girl with Green
Eyes, not to mention a West Coast
swimmer nicknamed Venus. Gail is too
besotted with Jon to get much leverage
out of her affair with N (whose lover, D,
Jon subsequently picks up) and too
timorous to embark on a lesbian affair
with the ripely seductive Marie. Aceordingly, the narrative writhes in hartnony
with Gab’s powerless grief, jealousy, and

work never seems in any way te.moved from the prose of real people.”
(Washington Post)
These stories focus on the way
people undermine themselws by

Y
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obsession and illua.tion.
54k x 8% 256 pages. $24.95 Cloth

maikrbk atpur bookswe
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“break through the hypnotic surface of
out media-determined existence” and to
radically change consciousness and
language are relegated to a very remote
back burner.
Form&t of the text, thenarrator floats
in a pool of rancorous, erotic, and sometimes blessedly disinterested memories
and observations ss she enjoys the
delights of a hot tub on a gritty wintet’s

day. At novel’s end she leaver her tub,
gets dressed, and welks out into the
to live end w&e acco&g M an intuition
she raxives earlier in the teat: “survival
for a woman is a little like the negative
of a photo. She just has to pick the place
in it where night (her deepest self) and day
(reality) ere combined in the right synthesis of iiiht and dark for her.” Unfortunately, Scott’s text doesn’t make efear
in my persuasive way how this day/night
sutvfval for a women is in any fundamental or revolutionary way different fmm
swivel for a men. Aren’t we all engeged
in the same ect of syntbesfs.7
Heroine is an interesting if selfindulgent work, not feast for the nature
and texture of its narrative. While hardly
radical in comparison with the work of
contemporaty @w.bec femiaists, Scott’s
novel ls definitely post-modern in the
attention it pays to language. With its
elisions of French and English, its
privileging of pattern (visual motifs and
surreal images) OQQ structure, and its
inclusion of alternatives to traditional
literacy discourse - diary excerpts,
snatches of conversation, Janis Joptin
songs-it stands in marked contrast to
a novel like Mary Walters Riskin’s The
Woman Upstairs (Newest Press, 184
pages. 518.95 cloth, $8.95 paper). Yet
there is the same centring on self in both
works: ‘Like Scott, Riskin uses a firstperson narrator, and the story she has to
tell is also an account of a woman’s
freeing herself from the emotional grip of
her past - in this csse, not a faithless
lover but an Iron Maiden of a mother
responsible for the disappearance or
literal destmction of the two most important men in her dangbter’s life, her father
and her first love.
Where there’s a flamboyant, freewheebna sense of self-exposure in
Hemine; the prose of Thi W o m a n
Uwtairs ~OSSCSKS B tightness and exactit&e well&ited to theWasp bogeys this
novel confronts. For Riskin’s novel is set
in Alice Munm country, small-town
O n t a r i o , land of lifedenying, allcontrolling women who annihilate their
men end imprison their daughters In their
own unyielding image. Riskin’s heroine
succeeds in her task of confronting and
making peace wftb her dyiug but stfll formidable mother - antssingly, R&kin
manages this narrative feat witbout sentimentality, such is the testmint and
decorum of her prose. The result, however, is that her novel lacks intensity,
power, and distinction: all the earnest
interweaving of past and present, all the
laborious construction of snspensefn the
world cannot make up for the lack of
Munro’s gifts - an unobttusive yet
miraculous gift for languegeand a genius
for reveshng the panher in the ordinary,
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without destroying ia ordinarinean.
The ordinary is defiantly in abeyance
in Teresa Plowigh~‘s fendnlst sd-fi notd.
Dreams of (m Unseen Planet (FilrhenrY
& Whiteslde, 273 pages, E28.50 cloth). So,
refreshingly, is the ego-centrist of the
previous works under discussion: with
this novel the reader is give” a liter&’
distanced fictive world (the space colony
of Ventura) end characlers who are not
pock&mirrors of their author’s psyche.
And though her prose ten oflen be
awkward and undistinguished, Plowright
is capable of using images and ideas to
convey a powerful female sense of the

erotic imaghmtion. Accustomed es we’ve
become to ale %wto-ce ntric” sensiiity
(to borrow Aritha van I-MA tan), what
e pleasant change to encounter a world
that we ndght caIl utero-centric, a vision
of human possibility structured according
to female imperatives and mperlence.
Plotight has women make most of the
importanr discoveries and decisions in
Dreems of en Unseen Planet, yet she
presents the subv@on of traditional
male authority in the interests of human
survival in subtle rather than s&dent
fashion. The dust-jacket of Dreams informs us that Plowright has a” M.A. in

co”unu”ieatlo”s - her possession of

felicitous rhetorical sklllr is therefore not
surprlsiog. She is certainly nof a “writer’s
writer.” “or is she “literary” in the way
Steinfeld, Scott, and even Riskin aim to
be. yet this account of a last-chance
colony’s struggle for survival, its radical
w-visioning of our responses to Ihe life
within and around us, is more than just
an easy or a” entertaining read. Disregard
Dreem’s truly awful blurb, which prom
ises en extra-terrestrial Harlequin.
Plowrighhr may not be Doris Lessing, but
her first novel is a legitimate work of ticlion, intriguing and rewarding. 0

‘There hag never been significant publishing
of sclenca fiction in Canada. Canadian publishers don’t
understand SF. and don’t want to understand it’

0 hmw rcmmns fEelance jawnallst Andrea Weiner is perhaps
best known for his articles in such
magazines as Querr, Meclee”‘s,
Reeder’s DigLFf. Tomnto L#, and
Canadian Bushess and for the
recently published Fimznclal Post

Books in the United States end Beaverbooks in Canada. Born in London,
England, in 1949 and a graduate ln social
psychology from the London School of
Bconomlcs, Weiner now lives in Toronto,
where he was interviewed by Terence M.
Green:

1u0neywireDiction#7ry of Pemonol
Finance (Random House). But the

orher side of Andrew Weiner is lhe
writer of fanteslic diction whose
short stories have appeared insuch
U.S. publications as Isuoc Asbnov’e SP
.%fagozine, The Megezine 4f Fantay d
Science Fiction, and lk%ght Zone
Mogezine and such anthologies as Harlan
Ellison’s &ain, Dangerous Vieionr. Pmtew, and Doubleday’s Chgwelie series.
His first novel, Station Cehenna. is to be
published this fall by Contemporary
A& welner
I

I

Books in Canada: You weren’t born in
Canada. Do you perceive yourself a on
alien?

Andrew kkiner: When I first came to
Canada I Lived in Montreal for two or
three years. I guess I did feel extremely
alienated, partly because of general readjustnxnt, pertly because of Montreal. I’m
much more comfortable in Toronto. It’s
a culture I can much “lore easily understand then Montreal. If you’re askiug me
the Canadian influence on my work. I
think Station Gehenno was influenced by
the idea of the environment as overwhelming and merciless. That’s what I
sometimes felt in Montreal. Montreal is
not the Far North-it’s not all that cold
- bur it’s a shock when you’re nor used
to that. I guess the whole Canadian theme
of survival, o some subliminal level, is
there. I think of Station Gehenna as a
Canadian story because it’s about
survival.
BiC: What do YOU see haooeoinn oo the
Ca~dian SC& &I the.s&ceJic~oo and
fontaey gem-e?

Welnu: When I first came to Canada
there was PhylIis Gotlieb and Ihat waz it.
It’s like what they used to say about the
British Liberal Party: that they used to
f7ll a wdcab, then it was up fo m’o taxicabs. I think we’ve now got about lwo
taxicabs full of science lictlon and fantasy writers in Tomnto alone. and much

is happening elsewhere. I think if’s the
babyboom generation. People working
in rhe genre in Canada ere pretty much
of a similar age and outlook. The harder
question is why there was none before.
I” England. which ws CeaeinIy not a
high-tech society, Lhere was always a
British genre magazine, along with
domestic publishing programs. Here in
Canada there’: “ever bee” significent
publishing of the genre.
Bit: Fvhy did you not mbmit your
manuscript to e Cenadien publishing
house?
Weiner: It “ever oeeurred to me. There’s
just so little history of SF in Canada.

Canadll publishers don’t understand
SF, end they don’t want 10 understand
it. It’s inreresring - in Englend there
were always one or two of the publishing
houses, like Gollancz. who were enthusiasts. I don’t meen Lhey only read and
published SF, bul they were interested in
publishing it. In England, foe, though,
the mystery novel has ehvays bee” more .
respectable. In Canada now you’re seeing
donxsticmystery writing being published.
Maybe SP will be “ext. I don’t know.
Blc: Tell me about the place and prominence of u/tens In your fictlo”.
Weiner: I think they’re metaphors.

1
don’t really reke allens seriously. AIlens
are what we want thun to be. In Station
Cehenne they’re metaphors for what is
finally unknowable. There’s so influence
from Stanislaw Lem’s Solmis. I” that
book there is a living ocean on fhe planer
lhar people go to study. I thought of
Gehemra a( Ten Little Indimrs sel on the

planet Solaris. It’s e mystery story, but
it’s a” intellectual myswy.
Bit: You mentioned to me that youanv

I
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SF us fhe Werotwe of anxiety. ”

‘E’eiaer: Michael Moorcock. the British
editor of New Worlds magazine in the
’60s said that. It’s a lilaralure in which
people deal with their fears of tachaology.
In the ’70s it became even more valid.
hfost uxlltlonal SF of the fmt half of the
century was about people coping with

such fears -Nerves, by Leatar dal Ray;
Heinlein’s stuff. Competent people in
control of technology, in control of their
Lives. Barry Malzberg is another influence
on this book. His books are about people
who are out of control, and the anxiety
is completely out in the open. Gehenno
is a book in which anaialy is overt; people
walk amund expressing thell anxiety.
Eic What other writers haw been either

fovourit~ or i~uemes?

Weinsr: LG. Ballard, Malzberg, to some
degree-some of his work is very powerful - Alfred Bester. and Patrick Moore.
h%oore is an English astronomer. a cult
figure in England - he’s been on TV
shoves since I WBS a kid. But he also wrote
these juvenile SF’novels about people
colordzlng Mars and Venus. living in
domes, attempting to terraform the

atmosphere. So on a sublimal level, Stulion Gehenna is influenced by Patrick
MOOR.

ESic: .4ny other books f-am the lax!
decode orso that you thought were striking In some fmhion?
Weiner: I read lhe American Jewish
writers. like Malamud, Roth, Salinger,
Mailer. Philip Roth, in some stmnge way,
is an influence on Geheona. I can’t quits

pin it down-the intellectual fu%-person
narrator. Also Graham Greene. Raymond Chandler. Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale is one of the fmest pieces of

SF that I’ve read recently. William
Gibson’s Neuromancer is a stunning
book.
ElC: Station Gehenna wws originally
publirhed ILF (I shorter work in T h e

Magazine of Fantasy & S&ace Fiction.

Holv

did you find the experience of
expandiw o sborler work?
Weiner: For years I wanted to write a

novel. I made various false starts. It just
seemed ovenvhalming, the idea of sitting

dovm with a blank slack of papar and
writing hundreds of pages. Finally I
decided to take one of my short stories
- I’d seen tbls work for other writers so that I could at least start with

less threatening. Also
it was a story that I originally felt could
have gone on longer; I had hurried the
something. It was

ending, some of the character development, and I felt that there was more to
say about it.
Blc: In your novel (I chrrmcter quotes
FEud avsoy;og that the externaleovlmnmeat that we must all co@ront contains
“overwhebni~ and merciless loreeF ti
destruction. ” Are you oppmaching the

Catalogue of the National Gallery of Canada
European and ’ American Painting, Sculpture, and
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General Editors: Myron Laskin, Jr. I Michael Pantazzi
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unknown with science or with Preudioo
p&lO1Opy?

\Yelner: Them is a Freudian subtext to tbe
novel. I guess. There’s a running theme
through tbe book about Inside and Outside. Gut if we return to the issue of the
environment - I’m not sure that is a
Freudian tblng necessarily. I think it’s the
human condition. We confront an environment that is hostile; the world is very
hard to deal with. Our own bodies are In
the slow process of decay. The narrator
ls a fool, because he thinks tbat by using
just his mind he can solve any problem,
fix any situation, and to that degree he
is much like tbe company that employs
him: they will make an uninhabitable
planet inhabitable; they can fur anything.
BIG: You mention in the novel that this
attitude is (I masculine viewpoint.
Weiner: The book is about technology,

about the pro- of technology. I guess
you could say that’s a male program. In
a sense, the planet is a woman. The idea
of a living planet ls a very old one. one
that has only lately become scientifically
respectable - the idea that the whole
ecosystem is allvo. Technology, in a sense,
is a violation of the aosphere. I’m not
really an environmentalist but I am playing with these ideas here.
Bii2 Tell us about the title of your novel.
Weiner: I guess I just Like the sound of
it. I needed a name for a planet that
would be really awful, a really terrible
place. Gehetmo means Hell.
Bit2 Isn’t it rother unlikely that ooyooe
would nome o planet qfter Hell and expert ooyorte to go there?
.’
V.Wner: It is unlikely. and the character
alludes to that.
BIG: You’ve written II novel essentially
c&d Hell. Is it jut II metaphor?

Weiner: There’s certainly no religious
content to the book. It’s just meant to
sound Like an unpleasant place.
BlC: You make your living as a fmiam
journelkt. What inhibits you from considertog P comer os o fiction writer,
apeci&y in this ~orticuhu genre?

Weiner: It comes down to a matter of
time and money. If you’re a freelance

&e. SF knit a luerati% way of
selling your time. It’s a wry, very hard
way to make any money. Fiction in
general is a difficult way of selling your
time. It’s partly a matter of personal
choices and how you want to live and
what level of income you are able to
accept. If you ax a Canadian “mainstream” write& you have the Canada
Council but its programs have not been
very helpful for an SFwriter to date. So,
basically, SF was something I did in my
spare time. It’s one thing to write 4unt
stories, but to write a novel can mean real
fear. That’s a bll piece of time to commit
to something tbat may nevex sell at all.
your

Anarticle,oraspeech-1knowtheyti
sell because someone asked for them.
Nobodv asked ma to write S t a t i o n
Gehe&e. q

wisdom
I READ wrm dismay the patmniring
review of Elizabeth Smen’s journal in the
AmiI Issue of Books in Caooda. It seemed Audrey Thomas chose to review not
the wurk but Smart herself, hectorlog her
for laziness and conventionality.
The charge of artistic laziness against
Smart is nafve if you knew her as many
of us did. She was out to celebrate the
senses, to create an incehdiary force in
words, on the page and off. that would
move us all to feel the beauty and sadness
of life. I think her goal was to create an
earthly paradise, and she thought thii
might happen if we would all pitch in and
make lo& end art with equal abandon.
This pagan’s appreelation of life often
infuriated those in bondaae to the stolid
Canadian values of hard&k and cautlon. When she was in her cups, going on
about those stolid values, she wuld be a
pain in the ass, but I think she wanted to
rescue “I from ourselves.
There was a wonderful guwmsity
about Elizabeth Smart that is impossible
to forget. I remember the slgbt of her
walking into her rzading at Harbourfront,
carrying an armload of other writers’
books, passing them out to everyoneshe
met that evening, pleading that they be
read at once so that the receiver could
enjoy the beauty of the language. I
remember thinkins that here was an artist
who made it her business to promote art
- and not only her own art. Thomas’s
reference to Smart’s upper-class
an ind~p&dent h&me, bnt this
was not the case. She was out thare sluaglng away in the world Like the rest of ui.
She published three books of poetic prose
and several booklets of poetry; she wrote
ing and r&d four children on her own.
Thomas’s second charge also seems
unknowing. To aceuse Elizabeth Smart of
stereotyped thinking is a little Like comparing
_
- the head priestess at Diowslan
revels with the ca&on char&et \jibna
Flintstone. Smart liked men. with a lusty
appreciation that came across as her&
in the early 1980s when cocks were still
seen as un&vomy, maybe unwholesome,
andshedidearlyinhercsreerwantaman
for hap-. but hergusto(though out
of step with the times) was linked to
recognition of the male as co-partner ln

the creation of life. I think she came
nearer to the spiritual truth of things in
thls insight than many of us who were and
still are concerned with the political and
social ways our society lakes advantage
of us as women.
The possibility of love between men
and women is one of the truest ways we
have of feellog human, and if our patrierchsl society makes that difficult, it is the
impulse to exploit, not the impulse to
love. that should be questioned. A desire
for a mate is not a reason to dismiss a
woman BI conventional. Perhaps Audrey
Thomas is the one who needs to have ha
vision widened.
Susan Swan
Toronto

FOOD FORTHOUGHT
TILWK YOU for the review of our book,
The Hunger Machine: The Politics of
Food, by Jon Beonett, in the August-

September issue. I would, hmvever, like
to point out an important error. T h e
HungerMochine is published in Canada
by CBC Enterprises (distributed to the
trade by McClelland & Stewert) aed not
by Polity Press, who published the book
in Britain.
Polly lv1anguel
Editor. English Books Department
CBC Enterprises
TOrOot

THE FOLUIVJ~O Canadian books wera
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Caoado. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:
FICITON
On Middle Cmnod. edited bv Dowlas Dwmend aed Leslie tionkm&, M&en. T&
superb novellas collected here - by such
writen as Reach Fraser, Mavis Gallant.
Clark Btalre, and Audrey Thomas-should
cause us to coestder revising the easy
assumption that the shon story ls Caeada’r
strongest form.
NON-FICTION
Fwhwater gegaz nfemoin of a LifetIme of
WUdemar Canoeing lo Caeads. by Erie W.
Morse* University of Tomme Press. Morw,
a pioneer of recreational canoeing. joinr
%gerd F. Olson and R.M. Pattersen a~ one
of a salset group of Nonh American anthers
who have written lydealty of the canoe la
thiscumry and made it a livingpart of our
heritage.
POETRY
Anyone Can gee I Love You, by Meritye
Bewring, Porcupine’s Quill. Bcwaing’s
audaciour sequence of poems about Ma&n
Moeme is netlha stylistically nor themadeally exciting. but one has to admire her
makleg something fresh from what had
seemed squeezed of all freshness.

- Who Has Seen the Wind. by 1V.O.
Mitchell: An ominously PIMP&
crocus-scented windstorm sweeps
aaoss the prairie When the hare rises.
giant gophers surround the
schoolyard.
A S A N D R E W wtN5R note5 in this

month’s interview, CanLil has almost
no tradition of science fiction. Contestants are invited to compose brief
plot summaries (limit: SO words) for
well-known Canadian books as an SF
novelist might have written them. The
prize fs a tirst-edition Bwks in Canada
sweatshirt. Deadline: November 1.
Address: CanWit Na 123, Books in
Canada, 365 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto M5A 3X9.

Results of CenWit No. 121
0”RmeQ”E.v FOR slogans for real
Canadian institutions didn’t prompt
our readers to heights of creativity.
The winner is Barry Baldwin of
Calgary, whose list includes:
0 United Church of Canada: From 5-x
to shining Ser
0 Quebec Air: French flies
0 Royal Conservatory of Music: Our Bach
is better than our bite
0 Canada Post: Pmprer hoc, ergo pOrr!
Honoumble mention:
0 RowI Winnioea
_ Balkt: On our ws for
0 &Lpeace: For a whale of a time
- Mike Schultz, Acton. Ont.

~~@J!.!IVlltDN 3’0 GANIUIV AGW0SVOG N0. S
Having to wear shoulder braces for a few weeks might bring results. . . They
made him sit up straighter at school more like in the position of attention and
they sort of pinched when he took too deep a breath. But at least they did not
creak like Aunt Martha’s corsets did.
- Hubert Evans, 0 Time in Your Flight (Harbour Publishing)

Classlfled rates: S5 per line (40 characters
to the line). Deadline: first of the month for
Issues dated foIlowIng monlh. Address.
Books in Canada Classified, 366 Adelaide
zet42 Toronto M5A 9x9. Phone: (419
A BOOK SERVICE for day care oontres and
nursery schools. Children’s baoks and E.C.E.
resource books. For more Information call
RaInbow Books (416) 2286217.
FOR A BIOGRAPHY of Margaret Laurence
I seek copies of letters etc. from her. L.H.
Powers. Dept. of English, Unlwrslty of
Miohlgan. Ann ATbor. Mlchlgan. USA451&9.
SEEKING A COPY OF Squadfon 421. first
of a series of RCAF books publIshed by
;;;i;; Books. write to BOX 15, Books In
WRITERS’ GROUP sacks new members. I*
formal writers’ group meeling In Toronto biweekly invltes submisslons. Send samples
of writing plus a brief descriplion of yourself
to Box 17 Books In Canada.
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When pmperly filled in, the letters in tbe box form a quotation from a Canadian book. Find the letters by solving the
clues below and writing the answers in the numbered spaces
provided. Then transfer the letters from the spaas Lo the
appropriate squares in the box. The first letters of each
answered due form the name of the author and the title of
the book. (Solution next month.)

Stand out
from the crowd...
The perfect, attractive and practical gift for
A limited number of specially designed
literary friends and relatives. Can be worn in
sweatshirts are now available from Books in
your backyard, at the beach, in the park,
Canada. These unique sweatshirts are easy
lounging at home or wherever books in Canada
care (50% cotton, 50% polyester) and one
are enjoyed. And shouldn’t you have one too?
size (extra large) fits all!
Order now while supplies last and avoid
The shirts are white with a black, mauve and
the Christmas rush.
,.~~~.~..~~~.~..~~~.~~..~~
~~~~~~~~~.~~~~.0~~~~~~.
green design, and
i Each shirt is only $25
have been designed i
:
plus shipping and
forBooksinCana& ,i q KS
! handling,
bv Inkwell At-two&s, : lwanlsweatshirts C+ $25 each =

l5OlltO.

,.:

Plus $3.00’ postage and handling
TOTAL REMITTED

=

‘Orders~mtkUSA,~aseaddS5~orpwGageandha~np.
Orden from ouktte Nonh Amedca please add% All orders will be
shipped via surlace mall.
Chequesor moneyotdenonly. pleassdonot sendcash Make
cheques out ta Canadian R&w 01 Books Limded.
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the second edition of The

